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Chapter 1

Introduction to single-molecule
electronics



2 Chapter 1. Introduction to single-molecule electronics

1.1 Molecular electronics

Si-based technology will run into severe physical and economic limitations in the long
term [1]. From the financial standpoint, miniaturization of the current silicon devices

implies a non-negligeable cost increase as this requires the construction of new fabrication
lines for each generation of chips. On the other hand, physical limitations include the
requirement of oxide layers to be at least four to five atom thick which are inadequately in-
sulating, thereby resulting in leakage currents. Moreover, fundamental limits derived from
quantum mechanics appear as the electronic components shrink in size. One alternative
to the top-down approach of silicon device fabrication that has been put forward as the
ultimate miniaturization of logic devices consist in using molecules as building blocks for
electronic switches and storage elements. Molecular construction of computational circuitry
would have the appealing characteristic of taking advantage of self-assembly properties at
the nanometer scale in order to build in a fast and cost-efficient way complex circuitry.
Furthermore, as the physical properties of molecules can be tailored by chemical synthe-
sis this would offer the possibility of engineering specific electronic functionalities such as
diode, switch or memory effects.

The first ideas to use molecules as building blocks to perform electronic functions were
put forward in 1974. Aviram and Ratner thought at that time that a molecule with a
donor-acceptor structure would exhibit a diode-like I-V characteristic [2] . Since then a
new field with fast growing interest, named Molecular Electronics was born. It should
be noted that the defintion of Molecular Electronics does not englobe research in which
films or crystals with specific dielectric or electronic conduction properties are employed; in
such case these amorphous or polycrystaline structures contain trillions of molecules. For
this, scientist have rather suggested the terminology of molecular materials for electronics.
In short, molecular electronics deals with single molecular systems in which individual
molecules are thought as the fundamental unit of future computational components.

The development of molecular electronics in the past decades has been possible due to
the invention and advances of scanning probe techniques as well as to progress in micro-
and nanotechnology processes which have allowed manipulation and operation down to the
atomic level. For instance, the work presented in this thesis would not have been possible
without the use of current electron beam lithography techniques, crucial for the fabrication
of devices which allow us to probe electrical transport through single molecules.

1.2 Making contact to a single molecule

One of the obvious questions that arises when thinking about molecular electronics is:
how do we make contact to a single molecule ? Given the size of a molecule, typically

few nanometers, it is necessary to be able to build a pair of electrodes with nanometer-sized
spacing if we want to drive a current through individual molecules. The first successful
attempts [3] to measure electrical transport through single molecules were possible thanks
to the development of scanning probe methods such as scanning tunneling microscopes
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(STM) and atomic force microscopes (AFM).

Figure 1.1: a, Electrical circuit used to break a thin gold wire. RS denotes the series resistance in the
circuit. b, “Break curve” for a gold nanowire. The current, I, is measured as a function of the voltage, V,
which is ramped linearly in time.

In this thesis we used electromigration [4–6] of thin gold wires in order to fabricate
the nanometer scale gaps required to trap single molecules. Electromigration is a process
that has been studied extensively in the past to prevent failure of wires in microelectronics
[5–7]. When a current density flows through a thin conducting wire scattered electrons
transfer momemtum to the atoms of the lattice. If this current density is large enough,
metal atoms start to move under the effect of a large number of collisions with the elec-
trons. This process, known as electromigration, leads eventually to the “breaking” of
the wire in two physically separated electrodes with a spacing typically of few nanometers.
Electromigration-induced nanogap formation has been imaged in situ by transmission (and
scanning) electron microscopy [8, 9].

The simplest way of creating an electromigrated nanogap consists of ramping a voltage
across a thin wire until failure; figure 1.1a illustrates the electronic circuit used for this
purpose. As shown in figure 1.1b, the current through the gold wire increases by ramping
the voltage of the source, and above a certain threshold value the current drops rapidly
down to zero indicating the wire has broken. In figure 1.2 we present SEM images of a
device before and after the electromigration has been carried out. It is important to note
that although some control has been obtained over the electromigration process by using
a feedback mechanism, the resulting nanogap geometry or size remains uncontrollable.

Once a gap has been made by electromigration, the molecular wire needs to bridge
the gap as illustrated in figure 1.3. This can be done by depositing molecules which have
suitable anchoring groups at both ends. A very frequently used one is the thiol group (-SH)
which allows a covalent link between the sulfur atom and a Au atom from the electrode
surface. For the deposition of molecules in the work presented in this thesis we have used
solutions containing the molecule of interest. The nanogaps created by electromigration
are exposed to these solutions, and it is expected that a molecule bridges a gap of a suitable
size. This implies that a successful measurement depends much on such a “lucky event”,
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Figure 1.2: SEM images of thin gold wires on top a SiO2 substrate before, a, and after electromigration,
b. Note that the pictures do not belong to the same device

and that’s why reported yields are low, in the order of few percent.

1.3 Transport through single molecules: the three-

terminal approach

Transport through single molecules [10–14] is a field of intense investigation, and to date,
several techniques are used to study transmolecular conduction; each with their advan-

tages and disadvantages. For instance, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has proven
to be a powerful tool for investigating inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS)
on single molecules [15–18]. STM offers imaging capabilities which allows spectroscopic
studies in a well defined experimental geometry. Single molecules in planar three-terminal
devices, on the other hand, cannot be imaged easily. Moreover, the coupling to the leads
and the molecular environment can differ from sample to sample (same holds for two-
terminal techniques such as mechanical break junctions). Nevertheless, the gate electrode
in three-terminal devices -which is absent in STM and two-terminal techniques- allows
studies in which the molecule can be oxidized or reduced; this makes them particularly
interesting to study transmolecular conduction in different transport regimes. To be more
specific, the third electrode can bring molecular levels into and out of resonance with the
Fermi energy of the electrodes probing excited states and allowing different charge states
to be accessed. Excited states can either be vibrational [19–21], electronic [22] or related
to spin transitions [23, 24]. These excitations serve as a fingerprint of the molecule under
study. Furthermore, three-terminal devices allow the determination of addition energies in
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Figure 1.3: Artistic impression of an OPV-3 molecule bridging an electromigrated gap.

single-molecule junctions. Although it is possible to perform spectroscopy studies in two-
terminal techniques [25], accurate estimates of the addition energies are hard to obtain if
consecutive charge states cannot be probed.

The shift at which the orbital levels, En, can be moved up and down by the gate
electrode potential, VG, is quantified by the gate coupling parameter β. In an experiment,
it should be as large as possible in order to access as many charge states as possible.
The geometry plays an important role in the gate coupling and one should take care that
the electrodes themselves do not screen the gate potential as this would decrease β. The
electrode separation (and therefore the length of the molecule) and the break-through
voltage of the gate oxide are other important parameters. Currently, two gate materials
are frequently used: heavily doped silicon substrates with thermally grown SiO2 on top
and aluminum strips with a native Al2O3 oxide of only a few nanometers. For aluminum
gates with an oxide thickness of 3 nm, the gate coupling is about 0.1 (for samples in which
transport is attributed to transport through single molecules) so that with a typical break-
through voltage of 4 V at low temperatures, the potential of the molecular levels can be
shifted by ±0.4 eV. On the other hand for silicon devices with an SiO2 thickness of 250
nm, the gate coupling is about 10−3. With a typical breakthrough voltage of 100 V, the
range over which the potential on the molecule can be varied equals ±0.1 eV.

Three-terminal devices have been fabricated using different techniques. They notably
differ in the way the nanogap or the molecular junction is created. As mentioned above, we
use the electromigration technique in order to form nanometer spaced electrodes. By using
standard electron-beam lithography, several of these electrodes pairs can be fabricated on
top of a conducting substrate (coated by an insulating layer) which can then serve as a gate
electrode. The advantage of electromigrated devices on a Al/Al2O3 gate electrode is their
large gate coupling (βMAX ∼0.27). The planar geometry (see figure 1.4a) offers a large
stability for systematic studies as a function of gate voltage, temperature and magnetic
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagrams of different three-terminal device techniques. a, Electromigrated thin
metal wire on top of a Al/Al2O3 gate electrode. b, Angle evaporation technique to fabricate planar
electrodes with nanometer separation on top of a Al/Al2O3 gate electrode. c, Gated mechanical break
junction. d, The dimer contacting scheme (see text).

field. Molecules are deposited from solution either prior to gap formation or afterwards.

A second technique involves the fabrication -on top of a gate electrode- of two gold
electrodes using a shadow mask technique as illustrated in figure 1.4b. If the tilt angle of
evaporation is high there is no overlap between the source and drain shadows. Reducing
the tilt angle decreases the source-drain gap. In-situ measurements of the conductance
allows for fine tuning of the gap distance when performed at low temperatures (∼4.2K).
Molecules are subsequently deposited by quench condensation without disruption of the
vacuum [26, 27]. The advantages of this evaporation technique include all the ones from the
electromigrated devices, plus the control over the gap distance and the ability of molecule
deposition inside a clean environment. Typical gate-coupling values are of the same order
as the ones for electromigrated junctions.

Only recently it has been possible to integrate a gate electrode in mechanical control-
lable break junctions (MCBJs) [28]. In a MCBJ, suspended metallic wires with predefined
breaking points are patterned on top of a bendable substrate (see figure 1.4c). By bending
the substrate in a three point support, the metallic wire can be broken in two electrodes;
the gap distance can then be tuned with picometer resolution. So far it has been possible
to place the gate electrode from the gap at a distance of 40 nm [28]. Although the gate
coupling remains low as compared to other techniques with a planar geometry (β ∼ 0.006
in reference [28] with a reported break-through voltage of 12 V), MCBJ have the clear
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advantage of precise control over the gap distance. Molecule deposition is carried out from
solution.

Another three-terminal approach was recently reported by Dadosh et al [29]. Their
method is based on synthesizing in solution a dimer structure consisting of two colloidal
gold particles connected by a dithiolated molecule. The dimer is then electrostatically
trapped between two gold electrodes defined on top of a gate electrode (see figure 1.4d).
According to the authors, this dimer-based contacting scheme provides several advantages
such as the ability to fabricate single-molecule devices with high certainty in which the
contacts to the molecule are well defined. The gold particles in this setup, however, effi-
ciently screen the gate potential. Moreover at low temperatures, spectroscopic features of
the gold particles were sometimes observed to be superimposed on the characteristics of
the molecule conduction.

1.4 Are we measuring a molecule?

Techniques like STM offer the possibility of imaging what is being measured. In most of
the existing three terminal devices such capability does not exist1 and one has to rely

on the interpretation of electrical (or optical) measurements in order to conclude whether
we are measuring a single molecule or not, even if we are measuring a molecule at all. The
situation gets even more complicated with electromigrated three-terminal junctions since
is known that electromigration can lead to the formation of small metallic grains inside the
gap which can display conduction characteristic comparable to that of molecules. Therefore
the always recurring question can be asked: are we measuring transport through a molecule
or a gold grain? In this thesis key elements to answer this question are discussed. In some
cases the measurements show that transport is indeed taking place through a molecule
rather than a gold grain or vice versa. In some other cases is impossible to make definite
statement about this issue.

Another approach consists of improving the fabrication scheme such that the formation
of small metallic particles can be avoided. It has been shown that to a certain extent
electromigration can be controlled [31, 32]. By use of fast electronics, it is possible to stop
(continue) in time the electromigration process. It is therefore possible to narrow a gold
wire such as the one presented in figure 1.2a down to a few atoms with high reproducibility.
We’ve noticed through the work carried out in this thesis, that gold nanowires narrowed
in this way and left unperturbed, i.e., with no voltages applied, “self-break” after some
time (minutes or hours) [32]. Figure1.5 show the conductance versus time of such a gold
nanowire at room temperature when initially narrowed to 2 kΩ. Although very little has
been reported about the self-breaking mechanism [32, 33], we believe that residual stress
in the narrowed wire after electromigration in combination with the high mobility of gold
at room temperature are the driving forces behind it. Interestingly, we have found that

1One exception, however, is the work presented by Soldatov et al. (1996) in which a STM was used
together with a gold gate electrode in order to study transport through a single carboran cluster molecule
[30].
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Figure 1.5: Self-breaking data in which conductance (in S on the left axis and conductance quanta 2e2 /h
on the right axis) is plotted against time (in hours and minutes), measured at room temperature.

the formation of gold clusters is largely reduced in these self-broken junctions and more
details can be found in chapter 2.

With this self-breaking technique, one route to discriminate transmolecular transport
from transport through gold grains would be to characterize first the bare electromigrated
nanogaps and then characterize the same junctions after the deposition of molecules. The
first characterization would require to cool down the junction to cryogenic temperatures.
The junctions are then warmed up in order to do the molecule deposition from solution and
cooled down once again for a second characterization. This sounds like an ideal method
on how to proceed but gold electromigrated gaps are unstable at room temperature: the
conductance decreases in time by orders of magnitude, i.e., the gap size increases. Thus,
this method would require stable gaps at room temperature or the ability of depositing
the molecules at low temperatures since gold electromigrated junctions are stable below
200 K. The latter would require to implement inside a 4He cryostat a small unit which
sublimates the molecules of interest.

1.5 Contacting single molecules with gold nanorods

Present single-molecule devices have some serious drawbacks that hampers progress in
device fabrication and electronic studies thereof: the contacts are generally not stable

at room temperature and they are fabricated with a low yield and poor reproducibility. To
a large extent this is due to the ill-defined electrode geometry and the uncontrolled intro-
duction of molecules between the electrodes, which is usually performed by spontaneous
adsorption from molecular solution to a pre-prepared electrode geometry. The resulting
limitations can be summarized as follows: (i) the molecular attachment location remains
unknown and control over the number and orientation of the adsorbed molecules is not
possible (ii) the local geometry of the electrode-molecule contact remains unknown (iii)
verification or characterization by other, independent methods is impossible for the same
sample, or has limited value because of the many uncertainties mentioned above. There is
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thus an urgent need to develop alternative approaches for the preparation of molecular elec-
tronic devices which allow for a large flexibility in the device configuration in combination
with good yields and reproducibility.

Figure 1.6: a, Linked nanorods by a molecule in solution. b, Contacted nanorods assemblies by custom
made electrodes.

We started therefore working on a new scheme in which self-assembly and top-down
fabrication techniques are combined, which allows for the controlled fabrication of stable
and complex devices down to the single-molecule level. In short the idea consists of synthe-
sizing gold nanorods with a diameter of a few nanometers, which are end-to-end connected
by the molecules of interest (figure 1.6a). We plan to contact the nanorods with macro-
scopic electrodes and measure three-terminal transport through the molecule assemblies or
single molecules that bridge the nanorods (figure 1.6b). The advantages of the method are
(i) the contact distance is determined by the molecules, (ii) the nanorods are crystalline
resulting in stable contacts at room temperature and (iii) the nanorod assemblies can be
characterized by independent methods (optical for instance). This method will enable new
research directions in the field of multi-terminal molecular devices, single-molecule surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy and room-temperature sensors.

At the chemistry department in Delft (Delft Chem Tech), we have synthesized gold
nanorods according to previously reported methods [34]. Preliminary results have shown
that it is possible to make a reliable low ohmic contact to a single nanrorod by using
standard e-beam litography techniques. Figure 1.7a shows a SEM image of a gold nanorod
contacted by two electrodes; the resistance measured in this device was 180 Ohms and
figure 1.7b shows its I-V characteristic. Work towards linking nanorods is still in progress
but has given as well some preliminary results (see figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.7: a, Contacted single rod by gold electrodes. b, Current, I, versus voltage, V, characteristic of
the rod contacted in a.

Figure 1.8: SEM pictures of linked rods.

1.6 Thesis outline

The content of this Thesis is outlined below:

Chapter 2: This chapter gives an introduction to the theoretical concepts used through-
out this work. We start by discussing Coulomb blockade and the constant interaction model
(CIM). We then discuss two different transport regimes, the weak and intermediate cou-
pling limits. Next we describe our sample fabrication, and we detail how we prepare and
characterize our molecular junctions.

Chapter 3: This chapter presents measurement carried out on OPV-5 molecular junc-
tions. We show clear evidence of molecular vibration excitations in a weakly coupled
junction and we corroborate that addition energies of OPV-5, placed in metallic nanogaps,
are reduced relative to the energy scale set by the optical HOMO-LUMO gap.

Chapter 4: If the molecule is intermediately coupled to the source, and drain-electrodes,
higher-order tunnelling processes also become important and one enters a new regime
of correlated transport, exhibiting many-body effects such as the Kondo-effect. In this
chapter we show that by performing temperature and magnetic field dependent measure-
ments on these higher-order processes it is possible to infer the charge filling sequence in a
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OPV-5 molecular junction. Experimental results show as well that the molecule-lead and
molecule-gate couplings are dependent on the charge state of the molecular quantum dot.
Furthermore we show that a conjugated molecule cannot be thought as a molecular wire
since charges localize due to the role of image charges at the electrode-molecule interface.

Chapter 5: In this chapter, we study transport through another type of molecular
system in which a Mn-ion is surrounded on either side by ligands. The transport mea-
surements occur in the intermediate coupling regime and show that by changing the gate
voltage the spin ground-state of the molecule can be tuned. We explain this finding by
assuming that orbitals in the ligands and metal ion couple differently to the gate electrode.
Calculations support our interpretation.

Chapter 6: Electrical switching in molecular junctions has attracted a lot of interest,
but reports on the nature of the switching mechanism remain controversial. In this chapter
we show that switching in junctions incorporating a grid type complex may be due to the
presence of charged species in the vicinity of the molecular junction.

Chapter 7: Often, it happens that transport measurements in molecular junctions show
features that cannot be explained by using a single dot framework. In this chapter we show
that features, such as kinks in the diamond edges and switches, can be well reproduced by
using a parallel double dot model in which the dots are only capacitively coupled to each
other.
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2.1 Transport through molecular junctions

Figure 2.1: Schematic picture and energetics of a molecular quantum dot. a, The molecular quantum
dot (represented by a disk “M”) is connected to source and drain contacts via tunnel barriers, allowing
charge carriers to tunnel to and from the quantum dot. The current through the device, I, is measured
in response to a bias voltage, V and a gate voltage, V G. b, Electrochemical potentials -µMOL(N)- for
different electron numbers, with ∆(N)= level spacing, and EC=charging energy.

In describing three-terminal transport through molecular junctions at cryogenic tem-
peratures, the molecule is viewed as a confined electronic system –or quantum dot-

coupled by tunneling barriers to source and drain electrodes as schematically shown in
figure 2.1a [1–4]. The discrete electronic spectrum of such an object is illustrated in
figure 2.1b; avalaible states for transport are denoted by the electrochemical potential
µMOL(N), which by definition is the minimum energy for adding the N th electron to the
dot: µMOL(N) = U(N) − U(N − 1), where U(N) is the total ground state energy for N
electrons on the dot. The energy to add an extra electron or addition energy, Eadd, equals
the level spacing, ∆(N), plus the charging energy, EC (see figure 2.1b). The latter quan-
tity accounts for the Coulomb interactions between electrons in the dot and is defined as
EC = e2/C. Here, C is the total capacitance to the “outside world”, i.e. C = CS +CD+CG,
where CS is the capacitance to the source, CD to the drain and CG the capacitance to the
gate. The overlap of the molecular wavefuntion with that of the conduction electrons of
the leads is described by the molecule-lead couplings ΓS, ΓD, which can be also related
to the bare tunneling rates between the molecular level and each of the leads. The total
coupling, Γ = ΓS + ΓD, is a measure of the resulting broadening of the molecular levels.
In principle Γ can be charge-state dependent as the overlap between the wave functions of
the metal electrodes and the molecule can vary strongly with N (i.e. Γ = Γ(N)).

At cryogenic temperatures, EC , ∆ À kBT (thermal energy). Depending on the value of
Γ with respect to these parameters, we can distinguish two regimes of special interest. We
will shortly discuss both in the next two sections.
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2.1.1 Weak-coupling regime

Figure 2.2: Electron transport through a weakly-coupled molecular quantum dot; the gate voltage probes
three different charge states. a, Conductance map of the differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V and VG

(stability diagram). The edges of the diamond-shaped regions (black) correspond to the onset of current
(gray). Diagonal lines emanating from the diamonds (white) indicate the onset of transport through excited
states. b, Coulomb peaks in differential conductance, dI/dV, versus gate voltage in the linear-response
regime (small bias voltage).

When Γ is very small (Γ ¿ EC , ∆), one is in the weak coupling limit. Figure
2.2a schematically illustrates the result of a typical transport measurement in the

form of a so-called stability diagram. Slanted lines separate regions of high conductance
(single-electron tunneling (SET) regime, grey regions) from enclosed diamond-shaped re-
gions (Coulomb diamonds) with almost1 zero conductance (black regions). Inside the SET
regime, lines running parallel to the diamond edges correspond to the onset at which ex-
cited states start contributing to the conductance; their energy, ∆E, can be read off as the
distance from the zero-bias axis to the crossing point with the diamond edge as illustrated
in figure 2.2a. Inside the black diamond-shaped regions the number of electrons on the
molecule is fixed to an integer value. Between consecutive black regions (charge states)
the charge on the molecule increases (decreases) by one unit as we go to more positive
(negative) gate voltages. It should be noted that it is difficult to assign a particular charge
state of the free molecule to these states. For instance, the charge state measured at zero
bias and zero-gate voltage may not be the neutral charge state of the molecule. At zero
bias, partial charging of the molecule can take place in order to equilibrate the chemical
potentials across the junction. Background charges from electron-traps in the vicinity of
the device may also introduce an offset in the level positions of the molecular quantum
dot.

1 In first order, the conductance is zero. Higher-order processes, however, lead to a finite current in
this regime, which is negligeable small if Γ is small.
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Resonant tunneling, which is a first-order process, lifts Coulomb blockade. It occurs
when a charge state, µMOL(N), lies in between the voltage-bias window defined by µS and
µD. This can be done by independently sweeping the bias or gate voltage “towards” the
grey regions where current starts flowing by a sequential tunneling process (charges are
taken from the source to the molecule and subsequently from the molecule to the drain).
Sweeping the gate voltage and measuring the differential conductance at low bias results
in a series of peaks as shown in figure 2.2b. Each of these peaks represents a charge
degeneracy point or Coulomb oscillation. At these points, the two charge states N (N-1)
and N+1 (N) of the quantum dot have the same energy and hence an electron can hop on
and off the dot freely.

The slopes of the diamond boundaries in figure 2.2a give quantitative information about
the capacitances. Along the line with positive slope, α+ = CG/(CG + CD), the electro-
chemical potential level is aligned with the source and along the line with negative slope,
α− = −CG/CS, it is aligned with the drain. The maximum extent of the diamond in V (VG)
is Eadd (Eadd/βe) as illustrated in figure 2.2a. The gate coupling defined as β = CG/CΣ

can either be determined from the diamond slopes (β = α+α−/(α+ +α−)) or by measuring
the sizes of the diamond. From the conductance map is also possible to determine the
molecule-lead coupling Γ. One way of doing this, is to evaluate the full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of the conductance peak along a diamond edge from the dI/ dV versus V
trace. In a similar way, the FWHM of the Coulomb peak (figure 2.2b) multiplied by β is
a measure of Γ.

2.1.2 Intermediate coupling: cotunneling and Kondo effect

Figure 2.3: Elastic cotunnneling. The N-th electron on the dot jumps to the drain (virtual state) to
be immediately replaced (final state) by an electron from the source (solid arrows sequence). A similar
process involves the unoccupied state (dashed arrows sequence). In both examples, an electron is effectively
transported from source to drain.

Higher-order tunneling [5] processes become more apparent when the tunnel coupling,
Γ, is enhanced. In the so-called strong coupling regime (Γ À EC , ∆(N), kBT ) the
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electronic states on the dot and electrode are significantly hybridized, elastic coherent
tunneling dominates transport and signatures of the Coulomb blockade are washed out
by quantum fluctuations of the molecular charge; the resistance is close to the resistance
quantum RQ = h/e2 = 25.8 kΩ. Between the weak coupling and strong coupling regimes
we identify a third regime which we will refer as the intermediate coupling regime. In this
regime it is still posible to observe Coulomb diamonds, but higher-order processes lead to
a non-negligeable current inside the blockade regions. In this section we will discuss three
different types of higher-order tunneling processes: elastic cotunneling, the Kondo effect
which is a particular elastic many-body effect, and inelastic cotunneling.

Figure 2.3 illustrates an elastic cotunneling process. Energy conservation forbids the
number of electrons to change as this would cost an energy ∆E. Nevertheless, an electron
can tunnel off the molecule, leaving it temporarily in a classically forbidden “virtual state”
(middle diagram in figure 2.3). By virtue of Heisenberg’s energy-time uncertainty principle
this is allowed, as long as another electron tunnels into the molecule in the same quantum
process in order not to violate energy conservation. The final state then has the same
energy as the initial one, but one electron has been transported through the molecule.
This elastic cotunneling process is analogous to the superexchange mechanism in chemical
electron transfer theory [6, 7]. It occurs at arbitrarily low bias as the energy of the tunneling
electron and the molecule are unchanged, and it leads to a nonzero background conductance
in the blockade regions.

If the electron spin is taken into account, one can encounter another elastic-cotunneling
process connected to the Kondo effect [8–16]. Whenever a single localized state in the
molecule is spin-degenerate and partially filled, the molecule has a net spin (magnetic
moment). This for example occurs for an odd occupancy in the molecule (one electron is
unpaired, S=1/2 ). We shall consider this simple case. The conduction mechanism for the
Kondo effect involves spin-flip events such as the one illustrated in figure 2.4. We refer to
other papers [17–22] for a more detailed theoretical discussion. Here, we concentrate on
its main transport characteristics, which are summarized in figures 2.5 and 2.6.

Figure 2.4: Spin-flip cotunneling. A spin-up electron jumps out of the dot (virtual state) to be immediately
replaced by a spin-down electron (final state).
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the main characteristics of the Kondo effect in electron transport
through a molecular quantum dot. a, In the stability diagram, the Kondo effect results in a zero-bias
resonance (white line) for an odd number of electrons in the dot. Inelastic cotunneling excitations appear
as lines running parallel to the gate axis at finite bias. b, For T ¿ TK , the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the Kondo resonance is ∼ kBTK . c, Temperature dependence of the Kondo-peak height in
the middle of the Coulomb diamond.

For an odd number of electrons the stability plot shows a zero-bias resonance in the
differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V, inside the Coulomb diamond “connecting” both
degeneracy points as shown in figures 2.5a. For an even number of electrons with all spins
paired, S=0 and there is no Kondo resonance. This even-odd-asymmetry is very helpful
in assigning the parity of the charge state which can then add extra information to the
understanding of the spectroscopic features observed in the stability plots. In the low
temperature limit (T ¿ TK), the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Kondo
resonance is of order kBTK (see figure 2.5b). Typical Kondo temperatures are TK ∼ 1K for
semiconductor quantum dots [11], TK ∼ 1K-10K for carbon nanotubes [23, 24] and TK ∼
20K-50K for molecular devices [13–16]. In the middle of the Coulomb diamond, the height
of the Kondo-peak as function of temperature is expected to show the characteristic form
[10, 11]:

G(T ) = Gc + Ga[1 + (21/s − 1)(T/TK)2]−s (2.1)

where Ga is the maximum conductance, Gc is a temperature-independent offset and s=0.22
for S=1/2. This dependence is drawn in figure 2.5c and the characteristic features include
a conductance that increases logarithmically with decreasing temperature, and saturates
at a value 2e2/h at the lowest temperatures in case of symmetric lead-dot coupling. The
latter is commonly referred to as Kondo in the unitary limit [25]. In a magnetic field the
Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonance leads to the observation of two peaks symmetric
in bias, separated by twice the Zeeman energy as schematically illustrated in figure 2.6a.
Its evolution in a magnetic field is shown in figure 2.6b. Although we have only considered
S=1/2, it is important to note that other types of Kondo systems are possible owing to
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orbital degeneracies [26] or triplet states [27–29]; these can lead to a violation of the parity
effect.

Figure 2.6: Characteristics of the Kondo effect in the presence of a magnetic field. a, Zeeman splitting of
the Kondo resonance at finite magnetic field. b, Calculated gray scale plot of dI/dV versus V and B.

A cotunneling event that leaves the molecule in an excited state is called inelastic. An
example of such a process is depicted in figure 2.7; as shown, the onset of the cotunneling
event occurs at eV = ∆E∗, the condition dictated by the energy conservation principle. In
transport measurements, inelastic cotunneling appears in the stability diagram inside the
Coulomb diamonds as two symmetric lines running parallel to the gate axis as represented
by the grey lines in figure 2.5a; their energy, ∆E∗, is the distance of the excitation to the
zero bias axis as illustrated in figure 2.5a. Furthermore the inelastic cotunneling line is
expected to intersect, at the diamond boundary, the corresponding excitation line inside
the SET region [30].

As a final remark, we note that higher-order coherent processes appear as sharp spec-
troscopic features as the conductance of the i -th order process is proportional to Γi. For
first order incoherent single-electron tunneling, the current is proportional to Γ.

2.1.3 Vibrational effects

Molecules are “flexible” objects, and can for instance undergo conformational changes
that can strongly affect transport behavior [31–33]; vibrational modes lie typically

between a few meV to tens of hundred meV for free molecules. Inelastic effects in molecular
junctions originate from coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. The
nuclei are much heavier than the electrons. Therefore the nuclear and electronic dynamics
can be separated as is usually done in the Born-Openheimer approximation. The nuclear
motion can be described by a series of uncoupled harmonic oscillators and for simplicity
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Figure 2.7: Inelastic cotunneling. For eV = ∆E∗, the N-th electron on the dot may jump from the ground
state to the drain (virtual state) to be immediately replaced by an electron from the source (final state),
which enters the excited state. It will then relax to the ground state.

Figure 2.8: Franck-Condon principle. The schematic plot shows vibrational states and their wave functions
of the neutral (N=0, top) and charged molecule (N=1, bottom). Electronic transitions are fast compared
to changes in nuclear coordinates (x ). Hence, transitions between vibrational states are vertical (blue
arrow) and the transition matrix elements are given by the overlap of the corresponding wave function.
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we consider one single vibrational mode. When an electron tunnels onto the molecule, the
minimum of the nuclear (harmonic) potential is shifted from x=0 to x=ξ (new equilibrium
position) as illustrated in figure 2.8. This shift is induced by the new electronic config-
uration in the molecule. The displacement is described by the parameter λ which is the
electron phonon coupling. It is the ratio of the displacement and the quantum mechanical
uncertainty, x0, of the position in the vibrational ground state: λ = ξ/x0.

Excitation of a molecular vibration is governed by the Franck-Condon principle (figure
2.8): assuming that initially the (neutral) molecule was in its ground vibrational state,
the probability that the molecule ends in a particular vibrational level of the charged
molecule is proportional to the square of the overlap integral between the vibrational wave
functions of the initial, Ψi, and final state,Ψf ; the last quantity is commonly referred to
as the Franck-Condon factor [34]. As a consequence, the tunnel rates are modified to
Γ → Γelec |〈Ψf | Ψi〉|2. Note, that when there are no vibrational degrees of freedom the
overlap is one and the coupling Γ remains purely electronic. Once the electron hops off, the
molecule can be left in a vibrational excited state (the vibrational energy being provided by
the outgoing electron). In the sequential tunneling process described before, vibrational
states of the charged molecule serve as additional resonance levels; the intensity of the
excitation line inside the SET region are then determined by the corresponding Franck-
Condon factors. The observation of multiple excitations lines with equal spacing may
result from the excitation of an integer number of vibrational quanta as was first presented
by Park et al. [35] in C60 three-terminal molecular junctions. This is only possible for
sufficient electron-phonon coupling and in the work of Park, λ was estimated to be around
one.

2.2 Three-terminal device fabrication

Three-terminal devices are made using standard electron-beam lithography. In short,
four fabrication steps are needed (see figure 2.9a). In the first step, contact pads and

alignment markers are defined by evaporation of 3 nm Ti, 35 nm Au and 15 nm AuPd on
top of an oxidized Si substrate. Secondly, the gate is defined by evaporating 75 nm Al.
Subsequent exposure to O2 for 15 min. at 50 mTorr allows the formation of a 2-4 nm thick
aluminium oxide layer. The third step involves the fabrication of a narrow (100 nm) and
thin (12 nm) gold wire –without an adhesion sublayer- on top of the aluminium gate. In
a final step, the thin gold wire is connected to the coarse pads by evaporation of 110 nm
of AuPd. Figure 2.9b shows a SEM picture of a completed device.

2.3 Electromigration and gap fabrication

For the creation of a nanometer-size gap suitable for contacting single molecules we
first narrow the thin gold wire by electromigration to a few-atom constriction. The

instability of this gold nanoconstrictions at room temperature –due to mobility and stress in
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Figure 2.9: Three-terminal device fabrication. a, Schematic overview of the four electron beam lithography
steps. b, SEM image of a completed device prior to breaking.

the material- allows spontaneous breaking of the wire resulting in two separate electrodes
[36, 37]: on a time scale of tens of minutes or hours the wires break until they reach
conductance values well below 100 mS without any applied bias. The uncontrolled nature
of the “self-breaking” process produces nanogaps in a range of sizes.

Electromigration to a few-atom contact is performed using an active breaking scheme,
similar to the ones previously reported [38]. In the active breaking process, the voltage
is increased from below the electromigration threshold (∼ 200 mV) while sampling the
current. If the absolute resistance of the wire increases by a value determined during the
sweep, typically around 10%, the applied voltage is reduced back to 100 mV, and the sweep
is repeated with a new value for the wire resistance. A typical example of this process is
shown in figure 2.10. With this method, nanoconstrictions with a resistance in the kOhm
range can be achieved with high reproducibility.

2.4 Molecule-junction preparation and characteriza-

tion

For the deposition of a molecule in the junction we use a home-made liquid cell, placed
inside a 4He cryostat, containing a 1 mM molecule solution. At room temperature,

electromigration is performed in the liquid environment on about 16 junctions which are
rinsed with the pure solvent, dried and cleaned in an oxygen plasma beforehand. Nanocon-
strictions with a resistance in the kOhm range are first prepared as described above in
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Figure 2.10: Electromigration with an active breaking scheme. a, I–V data from a succession of ramps
across a junction. The dashed arrow indicates its evolution as the nanoconstriction forms. b, Same data
truncated at the solid arrow arrow position in a with conductance (normalized by G0 = 2e2/h) versus
data point. The final conductance is 3.8G0 ≈ 3.4kΩ.

Figure 2.11: Junction characterization. The current as a function of gate voltage in the range of –2 to 2
V, measured at a bias voltage of 50 mV. a, b, c, and d illustrate the different behaviours as discussed in
the main text.
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the solution containing the molecules. The electromigrated junctions are then left in the
molecule solution for about 1 hour to allow for molecular self-assembly (if appropriate
binding groups are used) and “self-breaking” of the constricted gold wire. Junctions which
did not “self-break” within this time are then intentionally broken at conductances higher
than G0. Last, the sample space is evacuated and the cooling procedure to 1.7 K starts.
The molecule deposition technique is similar to the one reported by Riel and co-workers
in mechanical break junctions [39]. During electromigration, the junction temperature can
reach few hundred Kelvins [40]; performing the self-breaking in solution avoids excessive
temperatures on the molecules and allows immediate exposure of the freshly created gap
to the molecule solution. We should emphasize that sample contamination could still be
an issue since preparation of the molecular junctions is not carried out under ultraclean
high-vacuum conditions; layers of water or hydrocarbon molecules may then be present at
the contact interface.

Once at base temperature, we characterize our junctions by measuring the current at
a source-drain voltage in the range of 10–100 mV as a function of gate voltage from -3 to
3 V; above these voltages, gate leakage usually starts to set in. The gate traces can be
categorized in four different ways, and typical examples are shown in figure 2.11:

1. No current within the measurement accuracy (< 10 pA for V = 50 mV), indicating
that the gap distance is a few nanometers or larger (figure 2.11a).

2. Very weak, linear dependence on gate voltage (figure 2.11b) with less than a few
percent change in the current; the origin of which is not understood.

3. Nonlinear, monotonic increase/decrease of the current (figure 2.11c).

4. Traces showing one or more Coulomb peaks (figure 2.11d).

The traces in the two last categories may be a result of transmolecular conduction. Con-
ductance maps are recorded for all these devices. The differential conductance, dI/dV, is
either measured directly, with a lock-in technique or obtained from numerical derivation of
the I-V characteristics. The stability diagrams of samples that exhibited nonlinear mono-
tonic traces usually show the presence of one partial Coulomb diamond with a weak gate
coupling (β < 0.05) and large addition energies >200meV (figure 2.12a). It is difficult to
make conclusive statements about these junctions since it is known that electromigration
may lead to the formation of small gold clusters [41] which can also exhibit signatures of
Coulomb blockade and the Kondo effect [12]. These junctions may then contain a molecule
that is well-shielded from the gate by the leads, or a gold grain that is well-coupled to one
of the electrodes (figure 2.12a).

Samples that exhibit several Coulomb peaks (more than five), and addition energies
smaller than 100 meV are unambiguously treated as junctions containing gold grains in
direct contact with the gate dielectric. We find that these junctions show a high gate
coupling (β ∼ 0.27); two examples are shown in figure 2.12b,c. Furthermore it is very
unlikely for a molecule to show more than five charge states with almost constant addition
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Figure 2.12: Stability diagrams and corresponding illustrations for three different cases. a, Well-coupled
island (very small gold grain or molecule) to the source electrode, but well shielded from the gate (low gate
coupling): β= 0.03 and Γ= 17.5 meV. Electron transport through one b and several gold grains in series
c lying on top of the gate dielectric (high gate coupling) : β= 0.27, Γ= 5.4 meV in b and β >0.2, Γ= 8
meV in c. Γ values were estimated from dI/dV versus V traces along the diamond edges as explained in
section 2.1.1.

energies as this would mean that for such a small object the electronic spectrum remains
unchanged upon the addition of extra charges (figure 2.12b). We note that when using the
self-breaking scheme multiple Coulomb diamonds with high gate coupling are not observed;
Figure 2.12b,c, are from junctions that were actively broken into high conductances (no
self-breaking).

At this point the remaining question is what are the characteristic features for transport
through single molecules. Electron addition energies for molecules are expected to be larger
than 100 meV. In addition, transport that is due to single molecules has consistently shown
a gate coupling that does not exceed 0.15 which can be explained by the fact that molecules
are elevated from the gate oxide when connected to gold. Last, we look at generic features
present in measurements carried out on the same molecule, such as addition energies,
electronic excitation energies and vibrational excitations. This can only be done if a large
ensemble of samples has been measured. Furthermore, stability diagrams may contain
subtle information about the presence of molecules. For example, one may expect the
gate and electronic couplings to be charge dependent because the charge density may
differ from orbital to orbital. For gold grains, where the interaction is dominated by the
Coulomb repulsion of the electrons (classical dot regime, see figure 2.12b) the smallness of
the quantum splitting indicates that the charge distribution of successive orbitals is very
similar. Hence we do not expect strong variations of the couplings in that case.
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Chapter 3

Vibrational modes of a single OPV-5
molecule

E. A. Osorio, K. O’Neill, N. Stuhr-Hansen, O. F. Nielsen, T. Bjørnholm, and H. S. J. van
der Zant

We report on charge transport at low temperatures in three-terminal molecular junc-
tions containing a thiol end-capped oligophenylenevinylene molecule (OPV5). Mea-
sured addition energies are an order of magnitude smaller than the optically de-
termined HUMO-LUMO gap, corroborating previous reported results. In addition,
electron-phonon scattering in our molecular junctions allows determination of the
energy of vibrational modes, which are found to be in good agreement with the ener-
gies determined from the IR and Raman spectra yielding further evidence that OPV-5
is the molecule trapped in the gap.

This chapter was published in Adv. Mater. 19, 281 (2007).
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3.1 Introduction

Several methods exist to fabricate molecular junctions [1, 2] in which a single molecule
bridges the gap between two metallic electrodes. Three-terminal devices [3–13] have

the advantage that a voltage on the gate electrode varies the electrostatic potential of the
molecule independently of the bias voltage. With the gate electrode, the addition (redox)
energies and the excitation spectrum can accurately be determined at low temperature for
molecules coupled weakly to the electrodes. The resulting data can serve as a fingerprint of
the molecule in the junction. Vibrational modes are commonly observed in these molecular
junctions [7–9, 11, 12] but there have been only few reports [6, 11, 12] in which the addi-
tion energy of a single molecule trapped in between two leads could be determined. In this
letter we discuss transport in three-terminal molecular junctions containing a thiol end-
capped oligophenylenevinylene molecule in which five benzene rings are connected through
four double bonds (OPV-5, see figure 3.1a). Addition energies measured for eight different
devices range between 65 and 220 meV. The present data provide the first independent
experimental evidence, confirming that addition energies of OPV-5, placed in metallic
nanogaps, are reduced relative to the energy scale set by the optical HOMO-LUMO gap
(≈2.6 eV) by an order of magnitude as previously reported by Kubatkin et al.[6]. In
addition, the unprecedented quality of the data shows clear evidence of vibrational exci-
tations induced by electron-phonon scattering in the molecular junctions, consistent with
spectroscopic vibrational excitations of OPV-5 determined by IR and Raman techniques.

3.2 Sample preparation

Electrodes with nanometer separation are fabricated by electromigration. Briefly, we
create a thin, 10 nm thick gold wire (width 100 nm, length 500 nm) on top of an

Al/Al2O3 gate electrode using e-beam lithography (figure 3.1c). The aluminum is oxidized
in air forming a 2 to 4 nm thick Al2O3 layer, which, at low temperatures, starts to show
leakage currents for voltages above typically ± 4V. AuPd leads, one hundred nm thick, are
used to contact the thin gold bridge. To create a nanogap, a technique is employed which
is similar to the one developed by Strachan et al.[14]. Electromigration is performed at
room temperature by ramping a voltage over the bridge using an active feedback loop: the
voltage is ramped until a decrease in the conductance is observed, upon which the applied
voltage is returned to zero; the loop is repeated until a target resistance has been reached.

Molecule deposition is done from solution and a derivative of OPV-5 has been chosen
that has C12H25 side arms to make it soluble (figure 3.1a). It also contains acetyl protected
thiol end-groups to ensure bonding with the gold electrodes [15, 16]. Different approaches
have been used to trap molecules in the gap. In one method, the molecules first self-
assemble on the gold wires for 4-12 hours from a 1 mM acetone or chloroform solution
and then the wire is broken in the vacuum of a 4He probe or of a low-temperature probe
station. A modification of this method consists of electromigrating the wire in a home-
made liquid cell with the molecule solution at room temperature. After breaking the wire,
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Figure 3.1: a, Molecular structure of OPV-5. b, Schematic device lay-out. c, Fabricated device prior to
breaking the small gold wire in the middle by electromigration.

the sample remains in the liquid for three hours; hereafter the sample space is evacuated
and the cooling down procedure to 1.7 K is started. In the third method the wires are first
broken and then put in the solution with the molecules to allow for self-assembly for 4-12
hours. Subsequently the samples are washed in the pure solvent, dried and mounted in
one of the cryostats. We did not found substantial differences in device performance when
comparing samples made with these three routes.

3.3 Characterization and statistics

To characterize the gold nanogaps after molecule deposition, we measure at cryogenic
temperatures the current at a particular bias voltage (typically in the range of 10-100

mV) as a function of gate voltage in the range from -3 to 3 V. In total 415 junctions with
OPV-5 have been measured. The gate traces can be categorized in four different ways and
a typical example of each is shown in figure 3.2. The trace in a does not show a current
within measuring accuracy (< 10 pA for V = 50 mV) indicating that the gap distance is a
few nanometer or larger. Most junctions (65%) fall in this category. Ninety nine junctions
(24 %) show a very weak, linear dependence on gate (figure 3.2b) with less than a few
percent change in gate voltage whose origin is not understood. Thirty-one samples exhibit
a non-linear, monotonic increase/decrease of the current (figure 3.2c) and 17 junctions
show one or more peaks (figure 3.2d).

Eleven percent of all samples fell into the last two categories and may be due to trans-
molecular conduction. Stability diagrams, in which the differential conductance (dI/dV ) is
plotted as a function of bias and gate voltage, have been recorded for all these devices. The
derivative is either directly measured with a lock-in technique or obtained from numerical
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Figure 3.2: Current as a function of gate voltage in the range from –2 to 2 V measured at a bias voltage of
50 mV. a, The current is zero within measuring accuracy; the gap is too large for direct tunneling and no
molecule is trapped in the gap. b, The current shows a weak, linear dependence on the gate voltage; its
origin is unknown. c, Nonlinear, monotonous change of the current with gate voltage. d, The gate trace
shows a peak structure with large oscillations of the current.

derivation of the current-voltage characteristics (see figure 3.3 for an example). Measure-
ments of the stability diagram of the samples with the non-linear monotonic traces show
that most of them are consistent with the presence of one partial Coulomb diamond with
a weak gate coupling (gate coupling parameter <0.05). It is difficult to make conclusive
statements about these junctions. They may contain a molecule that is well shielded from
the gate by the leads or a gold grain that is well coupled to one of the electrodes.

The presence of peaks in the gate traces indicates Coulomb blockade with the access of
different charge states. In 3 out of 415 cases, five or more charge states have been observed.
These junctions most likely contain a gold grain that dominates transport. By calculating
the slopes of the diamond-like structures the gate coupling can be determined. For samples
with this behavior we consistently find [17] that they exhibit a relatively large gate coupling
of 0.23-0.27. In nine cases one to three degeneracy points (crossing points of diamond-like
structures; figure 3.3 shows two of such crossing pints) are present with a gate coupling
of 0.1-0.15 or less; transport through these junctions is attributed to transport through
single OPV-5 molecules. Finally, in four cases the stability diagram did not exhibit clear
signatures of diamond-like structures and we are not able to draw conclusions about the
transport mechanism.
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Figure 3.3: Stability diagrams of a three-terminal junction with OPV-5 measured at 1.6 K. Plotted in a
is dI/dV as measured with a lock-in technique (modulation amplitude 0.4 mV) and in b the numerically
calculated second derivative, which serves to highlight the fine structure of the excitations. The current
levels are the same near both degeneracy points, which is a strong indication that they belong to the same
molecule. Three different charge states are probed. The N+1 state is not indicated; for low bias voltages
it starts at gate voltages larger than 2.2 V. The data yields an addition energy of 210 meV and a gate
coupling of 0.05.

3.4 Addition energies and vibrational modes

From the stability diagram the addition energy, Eadd = EN+1 + EN−1 − 2EN where
N is the integer number of electrons on the molecule, can be determined. It equals

the vertical distance in energy from zero to the highest point of the closed diamond-like
structure. For the sample in figure 3.3, the addition energy is 210 meV. In the nine junctions
in which the transport is attributed to an OPV-5 molecule, Eadd could be determined in
eight cases; the values are 90 meV, 100 meV, 210 meV (figure 3.3), 120 meV [15], 220 meV,
70 meV, 150 meV, 65 mV and 115 meV. The last two values are from the same junction.

Next to the addition energies, a stability diagram also forms a spectroscopic tool for
the determination of excitations that appear as lines running parallel to the Coulomb
diamond edges [18]. At such a line, a new state (electronic or vibrational) enters the
bias window creating an additional transport channel. The result is a step-wise increase
of the current and a corresponding peak in the dI/dV. The energy of an excitation can
be determined by reading off the intersection point between the excitation line and the
Coulomb diamond edge on the bias axis; the excitations correspond to the charge state of
the Coulomb diamond they end up in as illustrated in figure 3.3. From the measurements
N cannot be determined, but it is likely to be zero or a small integer value because the
deposited molecule was neutral.

The diagram in figure 3.3 clearly shows the presence of sets of excitation lines for all
three charge states accessible in the experiment [19]. Further inspection reveals that the
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Figure 3.4: Left and right plots are the Raman and IR spectra respectively for the OPV-5 compound of
figure 3.1a. Vertical bars indicate the experimental values as determined from the electronic transport
data in figure 3.3. The horizantal bars on top show the incertitude in these values.

point of intersection between the lines and the diamond edge are symmetric with respect to
the bias polarity and that their position is almost independent on the charge state. Their
appearance may depend on the charge state, i.e., an excitation may not be visible for all
three charge states. The energies of the excitations have been determined as described
above and are listed in Table I. At most only a very weak variation (< few meV) of
the excitation energy with the charge state may be present and this observation makes
it unlikely that the excitations are due to electronic states, since these are expected to
depend strongly on the charging of the molecule. Moreover, the 17 excitations present in
the experimental data are unlikely to reflect precisely 17 available electronic states differing
only by 5-10 meV in energy, particularly for a small molecule that can only contain a limited
number of electrons/holes. We therefore attribute the excitations to the vibrational modes
of the single OPV-5 molecule trapped between the electrodes. We have also observed
excitations at the same energies in other samples, although not all of them at the same
time. The sample of which the data are shown in figure 3.3 is special in the sense that the
molecule-lead coupling is the lowest for this junction; other samples have a larger electronic
coupling, leading to a larger life-time broadening.

Raman spectroscopy on polycrystalline samples and infrared spectroscopy on standard
KBr-pellets of OPV-5 have been performed. Raman modes with energies higher than
10 meV and IR-modes higher than 50 meV can be detected. In Table I we have listed
the energies of vibrational modes that are closest to the experimental values. A very
good match is found between the optically determined energies and the ones measured
by electron scattering in our three-terminal configuration. It is important to note that
not all optical vibrational transitions are visible in our experiment (see figure 3.4). In the
absence of general selection rules, it is a priori unclear which modes should be visible. In
the Coulomb regime, Frank-Condon coefficients determine the appearance of an excitation
connected to vibrational modes [18, 19]. The strength of the electron-phonon coupling and
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Table 3.1: Comparison between vibrational modes probed with transport in the sequential tunnel regime
(energies extracted from figure 3.3 and figure 3.5) and vibrational modes probed with light in Raman and
Infrared (IR; marked by * in the table) spectroscopy. The closest match is given. The read-off error in the
experimental values is determined by the broadening of the excitation lines and of the diamond edges.

Transport Raman/IR
energy (meV) energy (meV)

1.4 ± 0.5
2.3 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 0.5
5.0 ± 0.5
6.7 ± 0.5
12 ± 0.5
15.6 ± 1 14.8
25 ± 1 23.4
37 ± 3 37.2
45 ± 3 42.6
55 ± 3 54.2, 53.8*
64 ± 3 65.0, 65.5*
73 ± 3 73.5, 73.6*
81 ± 3 79.5, 78.7*
93 ± 3 92.5, 90.4*
105 ± 3 107.4, 104.4*
125 ± 3 125.6, 126*

the damping of the modes determine these coefficients. These two parameters are affected
by the charge state and external factors such as the electric field. This influence is a subject
of further study.

At low energy the data show excitations that are not detectable with Raman/IR spec-
troscopy. Figure 3.5 shows a zoom in on the crossing point from N-1 to N. For charge
state N, excitations are present at 2.2, 3.5, 5.0 and 6.7 meV (the last one is difficult to
see with the contrast of figure 3.5); for charge state N-1 they appear at 2.4 and 3.7 meV.
Again the values are symmetric with respect to the bias polarity. The energies do not form
a harmonic spectrum and they may therefore be attributed to different vibrational modes.
Within the error margins, however, the 6.7 meV excitation may be the second harmonic
of the one at 3.5 meV, but no definite conclusion can be drawn from the measurements.
Quantum chemistry calculations with Amsterdam Density Functional [20] indicate that
there are a number of excitations in this energy range that are connected to motion of the
whole molecule connected to gold atoms on either side [21].

When comparing our data with the ones from Ref. [6] an interesting difference is
the gate coupling parameter. In our case it is 0.12 or smaller whereas their values are
consistently larger (about 0.2) despite the fact that both methods use the same fabrication
method for the gate electrode and oxide. This difference may be a result of the way
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Figure 3.5: Zoom in of the stability diagram shown in figure 3.3 near the degeneracy point separating the
N-1 from the N state (separate measurement; numerical derivative). Low-lying excitations are visible that
are connected to deformations of the whole molecule bonded to gold electrodes on either side.

molecules are introduced in the gap. In the experiment of Ref. [6] gaps are made by
e-beam evaporation of metallic leads followed by in-situ deposition of the molecules at low
temperatures. Molecules that directly fall on the gold electrodes are most likely immobile
due to the large overlap between the π-conjugated p-orbitals and the gold wave functions
and hence not probed in the experiment. Molecules that fall on the aluminum oxide are
expected to be more mobile and may be the ones that are trapped in the junction. This
explains the high gate coupling as molecules are situated directly on the gate oxide. The
lower value for junctions made with the electromigration method may indicate that the
contacted molecules are elevated from the gate oxide thereby reducing the efficiency of the
gate field. In both cases, however, the presence of Coulomb blockade indicates that the
electronic coupling to the electrodes is weak but further details about the molecule-lead
bonding cannot be established by the experiment.

3.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have measured the addition energies and vibrational spectra of molecu-
lar junctions containing a single oligophenylenevinylene molecule (OPV-5). Our results

are in agreement with previous measurements on the same molecule, which are fabricated
with a completely different method. This correspondence between results obtained with
two different methods is an important step in establishing the transport characteristics of
single molecules, which can be used as input for theoretical modeling and quantum chem-
istry calculations. For example, it would be important to determine the exact role of image
charges in lowering the addition energies as has been put forward in Ref [6, 22].
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Chapter 4

Electronic excitations of a single
OPV-5 molecule

E. A. Osorio, K. O’Neill, M. Wegewijs, N. Stuhr-Hansen, J. Paaske, T. Bjørnholm, and
H. S. J. van der Zant

Low-temperature three-terminal transport measurements through a thiol end-capped
π-conjugated molecule have been carried out. Electronic excitations, including zero
and finite-bias Kondo-effects have been observed and studied as a function of magnetic
field. Using a simplified two-orbital model we have accounted for the spin and the
electronic configuration of the first four hole states of the molecule. The charge-
dependent couplings to gate, source and drain electrodes suggest a scenario in which
charges and spins are localized at the ends of the molecule, close to the electrodes.

This chapter was published in Nano. Lett. 7, 3336 (2007).
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4.1 Introduction

Molecules offer a high chemical versatility at the nanometer length scale and a key
challenge is to exploit this in single-molecule electronic devices [1–3]. Transistor

effects [4–13] and memory operation [14] have been demonstrated, but the properties of
single organic molecules coupled to metallic electrodes are still far from understood. In
short the energetics of electron transfer to and from a molecule is determined by the
intrinsic electronic spectrum of the molecule, and the electronic coupling of the molecule
to the environment. The latter is defined both by classical Coulomb charging effects,
which strongly depend on the polarizability of the surroundings, as well as by the direct
electronic tunnel coupling to the electrodes. For small isolated molecules in the gas phase
or in solution the coupling to the environment is well understood. However, the presence
of two metal electrodes near the molecule renormalizes its properties and single molecules
trapped between metal contacts remain poorly understood and are hence under intense
investigation. So far a consistent picture has emerged for two-terminal transport through
alkane chains [15] and a family of biphenyl molecules with amine linker groups [16] – both
examples of electron transfer by direct tunnelling from source to drain via an off-resonance
transport mechanism involving only virtual charge states of the molecule.

In three-terminal devices the gate electrode can bring molecular levels into and out of
resonance with the Fermi energy of the electrodes so that different charge states (redox
states) [4–13] can be accessed. Contrary to the direct off-resonance tunnelling process men-
tioned above, Coulomb charging effects play a significant role because the molecules accept
one unit charges in the two step process that takes charges from the source to the molecule
and subsequently from the molecule to the drain. For a weak electronic molecule-electrode
coupling, this sequential tunnelling process is the most dominant transport mechanism.
If the molecule is intermediately coupled to the source, and drain-electrodes, higher-order
tunnelling processes also become important and one enters a new regime of correlated trans-
port, exhibiting many-body effects such as the Kondo-effect and vibron-assisted inelastic
cotunnelling. Metallic nanotube quantum dots displaying Kondo physics have become
archetypal examples of such effects [17–19].

4.2 Experiment details

To elucidate the electronic properties of single-molecule junctions we have studied
transport in electromigrated junctions [21] containing a thiol end-capped oligophenyleneviny-

lene molecule in which five benzene rings are connected through four double bonds (OPV-
5). In addition to a delocalised π-electron system this derivative has n-C12H25 side arms
to make it soluble and acetyl protected thiol end-groups to ensure bonding with the gold
electrodes [22] (see figure 4.1c). Electromigration was performed on a 10 nm thick gold
wire with a width of 100 nm and a length of 500 nm (see also figure 4.1b) using a re-
cently developed self-breaking method [23]. Molecule deposition was done from solution
as described in Ref. [24].
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Figure 4.1: a, Schematic device lay-out with an OPV-5 molecule bonded to two gold electrodes. b,
Fabricated device prior to breaking the small gold wire in the middle by electromigration. The junction is
fabricated on top of an aluminium gate electrode, which is oxidized in air to form a 2 to 4 nm thick Al2O3

layer. At low temperatures, substantial leakage currents are typically observed for voltage above ± 4 V.
Bridges are electromigrated at room temperature by ramping a voltage until a decrease in the conductance
is observed, upon which the applied voltage is returned to zero [20]; the cycle is repeated until a target
resistance is reached. c, Molecular structure of OPV-5.

Electromigation is a statistical process and in total 415 junctions with OPV-5 have been
made. In chapter 3 we have described the characteristic transport features of seven OPV-5
junctions, which all display an order of magnitude reduction of the addition energy relative
to the optical (charge neutral) HOMO-LUMO gap [8], and vibrational mode spectroscopy
in accordance with the Raman-vibrational fingerprint of the OPV-5 molecule. We also
found that different junctions have different electronic coupling between molecule and
electrodes, indicating that we can not control the exact molecule coupling. Here, we
discuss in detail the measurements on one particular sample out of these seven. It exhibits
intermediate coupling to source and drain electrodes so that Kondo resonances and inelastic
cotunneling become visible. These features allow us to assign the spin and orbital filling
to four subsequent charge states.
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Figure 4.2: a, Two dimensional colour plot of the differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V and V G at
T = 1.7 K measured with a lock-in technique (modulation amplitude 0.4 mV). Minimum and maximum
conductances are -5 µS and 25 µS respectively. Dotted green lines indicate the diamond edges of a second
molecule connected in parallel. When transferring the probe into another dewar, this structure moved
to a less negative gate voltage whereas the other three degeneracy points remained at the same location
(see appendix, section A.4). b, Schematic drawing of the important information contained in a with the
charge filling sequence as discussed in the text. c, Zoom-in between charge states +2 and +1 exhibiting
respectively finite-bias and zero-bias Kondo effects. d, Schematic drawing of c highlighting its important
features. Dashed lines are not visible in the contrast of c but do appear when adjusting the contrast. It is
important to note that other strong excitations do not appear, indicating that the other electronic levels
are far away or are not involved in transport. At low energy we do see lines in the second derivative, which
we identify as vibrational modes. e, Two dI/dV traces taken at different gate voltages; their position is
indicated in c by thin vertical lines. The blue curve shows a negative differential resistance (NDR) effect
at positive bias voltage. f, Measured dI/dV traces taken in the middle of the Coulomb diamonds of the
charge states N = +2 and N = +1.
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4.3 Results

The transport-measurements are represented in figure 4.2a as a plot of the differen-
tial conductance as a function of applied bias, and gate-voltage. Similar to the well

established bias/gate-spectroscopy of semiconducting and nanotube quantum dots, we ob-
serve crossing bright lines separating regions of high conductance (single-electron tunnelling
(SET) regime) from enclosed diamond-shaped black regions with very low conductance.
Horizontal, slightly dimmer, lines within these regions are due to higher-order tunnelling
processes.

The overall structure of the bright slanted lines reveals three crossing points, separating
four different charge states of the molecule. Numbers in figure 4.2b indicate the charge
states (see discussion below). Zero-bias Kondo resonances are visible in the N = +1
and N = +3 charge states; the N = +2 state reveals two finite-bias resonances located
symmetrically around zero bias. The sequence: single peak, split peak, single peak is
highlighted in figure 4.2b and shows a striking resemblance to data on carbon nanotube
quantum dots [17–19]. Another characteristic feature of the Coulomb diamonds is an
addition energy of 65 ± 5 meV for N = +1 and of 115 ± 5 meV for N = +2, similar to
earlier reports on the same molecule [8, 24].

The crossing between N = +1 and N = +2 is of particular interest and figure 4.2c
shows a high-resolution dI/dV map of this region. On the right hand-side the zero-bias
Kondo peak is clearly visible; on the left-hand-side there are two peaks at a bias voltage of
±1.7 mV. Examples of differential conductance traces for both cases are plotted in figure
4.2f. The very small peaks superimposed on the main peaks are believed to be vibrational
side bands at energies comparable to those measured in other samples. They are also
faintly present in the SET regime.

Inspection of the data in figure 4.2c also shows an excitation running parallel to the
N = +2 diamond edge which exhibits negative differential resistance (NDR as illustrated
in figure 4.2e, upper trace). In figure 4.2c the energy of this excitation can be read off as
the distance from the zero-bias axis to the crossing point with the diamond edge; it equals
6 ± 1 meV. At the negative side this excitation is also present at the same energy as a
zero-bias conductance plateau. For the N = +2 state, excitations are present at 30 ± 1
meV and ± 37 ± 1 meV.

We have studied the low-bias features of figure 4.2c as a function of temperature and
magnetic field. The temperature dependence of the maximum conductance of the peaks at
N = +1, +3 is consistent with the regular S = 1/2 Kondo effect as shown in figure 4.3b
by the red lines which are fits to the expected behaviour:

GK = Gc + Ga

[
1 + (21/s − 1) T 2/T 2

K

]−s
(4.1)

where s= 0.22 and where Gc, Ga are fitting parameters. The fits yield Kondo temperatures
of 37 and 30 K for N = +1 and + 3 respectively, roughly consistent with the full width at
half maximum of the zero-bias peaks which are 32 K for N = +1 and 24 K for N = +3.
For N = +2, the zero-bias conductance first increases as temperature is raised. At 35 K
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it reaches a maximum and for higher temperatures the conductance decreases again. The
value of 35 K corresponds to an energy of 3 meV, which is close to the distance between
the split low-bias peaks in this charge state (see figure 4.2f).
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Figure 4.4: a, dI/dV trace at V G= 0.56 V (charge state N = +1) recorded for different magnetic fields as
measured with a lock-in technique (modulation amplitude 0.04 mV). Traces are offset by 2 µS for clarity.
b, Grey-scale plot of dI/dV versus V and B at V G= +0.56 V. c, Peak positions as a function of magnetic
field taken from the data in b indicating a g value of 2.56. d, Same as a, but at V G= -0.72 V (charge
state N = +2). Subsequent traces are offset by 1.2 µ S. e, dI/dV traces at V G= -0.72 V measured in a
magnetic field of B = 0 T (grey) and B = 9.2 T (red). Arrows indicate the predicted positions of peaks
at B = 9.2 T assuming the triplet splits according to gµBmSB with g = 2 and mS = -1,0,1. f, Grey-scale
plot of dI3/dV 3 versus V obtained by numerical differentiation of the measured dI/dV at V G= -0.72
V. The third derivative underlines the presence of three (two) peaks for negative (positive) bias voltage
(peaks in the first derivative correspond to dips in the third derivative).

Figure 4.4, panels a and d, show the conductance traces at gate voltages 0.56 V (N
= +1) and -0.72 V (N = +2) respectively for various magnetic fields. For N = +1 the
magnetic field splits the peak in two and the magnetic field dependent data are again
consistent with S = 1/2 Kondo physics. Measurements on the finite-bias peaks inside the
N = + 2 diamond show that a magnetic field splits each peak into two clear peaks. At
negative bias, the third derivative (figure 4.4f) shows the presence of three peaks. This
evolution in a magnetic field, B, is consistent with inelastic cotunnelling from a singlet
ground state to an excited triplet (cf. appendix, section A.3). The splitting in each peak
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should be gµBmSB with mS = ±1. With a g-factor of 2 the splitting in figure 4.4e,f
yields an mS -value of 0.87 at negative bias and 1.0 at positive bias, consistent with the
identification of the triplet state as the excited state.

From the magnetic field measurements, we conclude that the Coulomb diamond with
the split peaks in zero-magnetic field has a ground state with an even occupancy. We
assign N = +2 to this state and starting from this, the electronic and spin spectrum can
be identified using a model that involves two weakly interacting states with an antifer-
romagnetic exchange energy J. From standard Coulomb blockade theory we employ the
following effective Hamiltonian for the molecule (cf. Refs [25, 26]):

Hmol = EC




∑
i=A,B
σ=↑,↓

niσ −N0 −NG




2

+ δ nB + dU
∑

i=A,B
σ′=↑,σ=↓

ni,σ′ ni,σ + J ~SA · ~SB (4.2)

where {nA↑, nA↓, nB↑, nB↓} denote the occupation operators for two distinct orbitals A and

B with corresponding spin-1/2 operators ~Si. The parameters represent an orbital splitting
δ, an electrostatic charging energy EC = e2/2C defined in terms of a total capacitance C,
a gate-induced charge NG = CGVG/e, an additional intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion dU
and an inter -orbital antiferromagnetic exchange-coupling J>0.

From the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.2 the addition and excitation energies can be calculated
assuming that charging the molecule is merely a matter of filling up two distinct “frozen”
orbitals. Figure 4.5a summarizes the results for the N = +1 and N = +2 charge states.
We now compare the predictions of this model with the data and check for consistency.
For N = +2 the data reveal a singlet ground state together with inelastic cotunnelling
lines at ±1.7 meV (ES1

N=+2), which are connected to a triplet state. Thus, the exchange
coupling, J, is anti-ferromagnetic and equals 1.7 meV. The data at N = +1 show a strong
excitation at 6 ± 1 meV, which we identify as the level mismatch δ (ES1

N=+1). For the N=
+2 state another excitation (ES2

N=+2) is visible at ±37 meV. At the positive side there is
also an additional excitation at 30 meV connected to a transition between the second N =
+2 excited state and the first N = +1 excited state (ES2

N=+2 - ES1
N=+1). The difference

between these excitations at 30 and 37 meV should be the level mismatch δ, which is
indeed the case. The value of 37 meV for the second excitation for the doubly-charged
state indicates that dU = 42 ± 2 meV. The experimental values for the addition-energies
are Eadd,N=+1= 65 ± 5 meV and Eadd,N=+2= 115 ± 5 meV. From the first number we
deduce a charging energy EC= 30 ± 3 meV, whereas the reading for Eadd,N=+2 implies
that EC= 38 ± 4 meV. The fact that these two numbers are close serves as a positive
consistency check of our two-orbital model.

We emphasize that the analysis presented above accounts for all the electronic and
magnetic excitations of the OPV-5 junction throughout four consecutive charge states.
The remaining question is how the two weakly interacting and spatially separated states
A and B relate to the molecule in the junction. Here we note that the presence of two
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Figure 4.5: a, Two orbitals, A and B, (depicted by the two boxes) are separated in energy by δ. GSN=i

and ESN=i denote ground and excited states respectively for charge state i= +1, +2 and +3 (excited states
for N= +3 are not shown). J is the inter-orbital, anti-ferromagnetic exchange energy, EC = e2/2C is
the electrostatic charging energy and dU is the intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion. At the bottom, Eadd,N=i

denote the addition energies for charge state i=+1, +2. b, Schematic impression of the two-site orbital
model for an OPV-5 molecule connected to gold electrodes on either side. The black dashed ovals represent
the orbitals A and B.
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nearly degenerate antiferromagnetically coupled states corroborates a picture invoked in
previous papers involving image charges in the metal electrodes in which charges and spins
localize at either end of the molecule as schematically illustrated in figure 4.5b [8, 27]. In
the remainder of this letter we highlight another feature of these states which hints at their
molecular origin.

The line width defining the diamond-like structures in figure 4.2a is proportional to the
electronic coupling, Γ, and as this figure shows, appears to be dependent on the charge
state: The diamond edges are sharper for the N = +2 state compared to N = +1 and N =
+3. For the region where electron tunnelling involves 0 → +1 → 0 transitions, a Lorentzian
fit through the dI/dV vs. V line shape yields Γ ∼ 35 meV; for the +1 → +2 → +1 and
+2 → +3 → +2 transitions, Γ is 6 and 22 meV respectively. A related observation is that
the gate coupling for the three different charge states is not the same. For charge state
+1, +2 and +3 the gate coupling equals 0.06, 0.1, and 0.07 respectively. Thus, the N =
+2 charge distribution on the molecule is more susceptible to the gate field. Apparently,
the wave functions are located more to the middle of the junction in agreement with the
lower electronic coupling for this charge state.

Figure 4.6: Plausible valence bond representations of the first three positively charged states. The likely
spin multiplicity is indicated in the right column. The classical valence bond description of the doubly
charged OPV-5 molecule involves a spinless bi-polaron structure (marked by a star) in which a quinone
structural motif separates the two positive charges defining a distance between the positive charges which
reflects the equilibrium between the attractive structural relaxation of the molecular backbone (the quinoid
structure) and the repulsion between the positive charges. The double arrow connects “resonance” struc-
tures in organic chemical terminology.

By considering the plausible valance bond structures of OPV-5, we have been able
to link the observed change with charge state in couplings to electrodes and gate to its
molecular structure. For the first three positively charged states, these bond structures
are depicted in figure 4.6. The singly charged state (top) is a spin doublet with a strongly
localized charge at one terminal. The spin remains localized to the same terminal benzene
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ring to preserve aromaticity (undisturbed benzene rings which are particularly stable) in
the remaining four rings. Charge transport could occur by charges tunnelling directly to
and from this terminal state that hence defines the values of Γ and the gate coupling.

The likely representation of the doubly charged state is shown in the middle of the
figure where the ground state is represented by two states similar to the singly charged
molecule, but with the possibility to mix the quinone state (structure marked by a star
in figure 4.6) into the ground state (in organic chemistry terms one would say that the
state is represented by two valence bond structures in “resonance” with most weight to
the black one). The admixing of the quinone state into the ground state results in a slight
movement of the charges away from the electrodes resulting in a smaller Γ and a stronger
gate coupling. The triply charged state can be described as a sum of the singly and doubly
charged systems and transport could again occur via a state that is very similar to the
singly charged molecule (now at the left electrode), giving rise to values of Γ and the gate
coupling that are very similar to the singly charged state, as observed in the experiment.

4.4 Conclusion

We conclude with a few remarks on the generality and consistency of the results
described in this letter. We have performed preliminary quantum chemistry calcu-

lations to account for the image charge effects and in particular the electrostatic energy a
charge carrier on the molecule gains when approaching the metal electrodes. We find that
this energy gain crucially depends on the exact contact geometry which involves the Au-S
bond angle and the distance to the image charge. In the experiment, we therefore expect
a spread in the measured addition energies and charging energies in agreement with the
observations [8, 27]. On the other hand, the exchange energy in this scenario is expected to
be not very dependent on the exact contact geometry, since the distance between the two
spins remains approximately the same. Measurements on the only other OPV-5 junction
that displays higher-order processes are consistent with these observations. It also shows
inelastic cotunnelling peaks at an energy of ±1.5 meV, close to the value reported here.
This sample, however, exhibits higher addition energies and as a consequence only one
degeneracy point could be resolved so that a further comparison with the model involv-
ing multiple charge states could not be performed. Further experimental and theoretical
work would be helpful for a quantitative understanding of the charge-spin distribution in
molecular junctions.

Appendix

A.1 Addition energies and excitations

From Eq. 4.2 we deduce the following energies for different N :
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E(0) = EC(N0 + NG)2

E(1) = EC(1−N0 −NG)2

E ′(1) = EC(1−N0 −NG)2 + δ
E(2) = EC(2−N0 −NG)2 + δ − 3 J/4
E ′(2) = EC(2−N0 −NG)2 + δ + J/4
E ′′(2) = EC(2−N0 −NG)2 + dU
E ′′′(2) = EC(2−N0 −NG)2 + 2δ + dU
E(3) = EC(3−N0 −NG)2 + δ + dU
E ′(3) = EC(3−N0 −NG)2 + 2δ + dU
E(4) = EC(4−N0 −NG)2 + 2δ + 2 dU

with primed energies giving the excited configurations. Notice that for N=+1, +3 all
states are spin-doublets, whereas the lowest N=+2 state is a singlet and the first excited
state is a triplet. The highest excited states for N=+2 are intra-orbital singlets. The
electro-chemical potentials are found as µ(N) = E(N)− E(N − 1):

µ(1) = EC(1− 2N0 − 2NG)
µ(2) = EC(3− 2N0 − 2NG) + δ − 3 J/4
µ(3) = EC(5− 2N0 − 2NG) + dU + 3 J/4
µ(4) = EC(7− 2N0 − 2NG) + δ + dU

and the observable addition energies as Eadd,N=+i = µ(i + 1)− µ(i):

Eadd,N=+1 = 2EC + δ − 3J/4
Eadd,N=+2 = 2EC − δ + dU + 3J/2
Eadd,N=+3 = 2EC + δ − 3J/4.

Finally, the excitation energies for the different charge states are given by:

ES1
N=+1 = δ

ES1
N=+2 = J

ES2
N=+2 = dU − δ + 3J/4

ES3
N=+2 = dU + δ + 3J/4

ES1
N=+3 = δ.

A.2 Negative Differential Resistance effect.

Maarten Wegewijs.

The excitation exhibiting a sharp negative differential conductance is of special interest
as it is drastically modified when another competing excitation becomes accessible at

higher bias voltages at which point the NDR vanishes. This is a fingerprint of strong wave
function-dependent tunnel processes (unrelated to spin or junction asymmetry), which
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Figure A.1: a, Schematic drawing of tunnelling transitions in a four-state model with symmetric gate
coupling (α+ = α− with α+ = CG/(CG + CD) and α− = −CG/CS) and b, in the full model from the
main text (parameters are taken from the orbital filling model in section A.1 and the gate couplings from
the experimental calculated values), each with the corresponding dI/dV map. In a it is essential that all
transitions indicated in red are slower by a factor 100 relative to the green transitions. The green E-E’
transition is taken somewhat faster (1.5 times) than the G-G’ one: this ensures that the NDR turns into
a positive dI/dV at negative VG for bias voltages >30 mV. In b the same relations hold between rates as
in a for corresponding groups of states in the sketch. In addition, we incorporated a moderate reduction
factor of 0.65 for transitions where an empty or doubly occupied orbital on the side of the electrode blocks
the incoming hole / electron from that electrode. This causes the 30 meV excitation to appear only at
V>0.

are a marked feature of molecular three-terminal devices as demonstrated in this work.
It is important to note that the NDR feature preserves its form for temperatures up to
11 K (stability diagrams for T > 11 K were not recorded), where temperature effects
become important for the broadening of the resonances. At this temperature, a sequential
tunnelling picture starts to become applicable (Γ ∼ kBT ). Furthermore, the picture of
competing transport channels presented below is very robust and does not depend critically
on the strength of the tunnel coupling Γ relative to T. The central point of this section is
that the occurrence of NDR and the observation of transitions between two excited states
(at 30 meV) indicate that relaxation processes are slower than any of the transport induced
transitions.

The qualitative features of the data are readily reproduced in a simple sequential tun-
nelling model, presented in figure A.1a, which we discuss first. The experimental transport
fingerprint appears in such a model only when i) a minimum of four states is accounted
for, a ground- (G,G’) and excited (E,E’) state in each of the two adjacent molecular charge
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states, and ii) the rate constants for transitions between excited and ground (G-E’,G’-E)
are much smaller than those for ground-ground (G-G’) and excited-excited (E-E’) transi-
tions as sketched in figure A.1a.

The NDR effect is most easily understood in a time-averaged picture: the fast G-G’ and
E-E’ transitions or “channels” are responsible for transport and there are rare transitions in
which the system switches from one channel to the other. If initially only the G-G’ channel
is open, NDR occurs if the slow transition G→E’ is switched on with increasing bias, while
the E→E’ transition is not yet energetically possible. This occurs for gate voltages close
to the degeneracy point in figure A.1a. The system spends a significant fraction of the
transport cycle in the “closed channel” leading to a significant reduction of the current. In
contrast, if the E→E’ channel is already open with the E→G’ transition switched on, the
current only changes slightly; the dark line changes into a white line as illustrated in the
left upper and lower corners of the stability diagrams in figure A.1a.

This simplified picture applies to the more complicated electronic spectrum inferred
from the experimental data, if groups of relatively closely-spaced states take over the role
of G, G’, E, E’ states. In figure A.1b we incorporated all the electronic excitation energies
as determined in the previous section and we fixed the relative magnitudes of the rate-
constants analogous to the simple four state model. The gate coupling factors were taken
from the experimental data. The model then reproduces nearly all the qualitative features
of the data. When comparing, one should note that in the experiment a superposed
background conductance (see section A.3) causes the NDR effect for V <0 to appear as a
narrow dI /dV plateau instead of a dip.

The microscopic origin of the strong state dependence of the tunnel rates cannot be
inferred from the data. However, all transitions are spin-allowed (∆S=1/2 ) and the ex-
perimental data show no evidence of a very strong asymmetry between the tunnel rates
associated with the left and right electrodes. The NDR effect therefore indicates that the
spatial structure of the many-particle ground and excited states are very dissimilar and that
this difference is preserved upon charging the molecule. Vibrationally assisted tunnelling
may modify the sequential tunnelling rates and may contribute to the asymmetry pointed
out here. A quantitative description of this lies beyond the scope and accuracy of the
present work. Given the simplicity of the model, it is surprising that the particular choice
of values for the rates in figure A.1b leads to a good agreement with the experimental
features, indicating that the model captures the basic underlying physics of the transport
mechanism.

A.3 Effective model for N = 2: Finite-bias singlet-

triplet Kondo effect.

Jens Paaske.

As demonstrated in chapter 4, the observed sequential tunnelling spectroscopy, including
the NDR, is consistent with a simple model with two low-energy orbitals, A and
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Figure A.2: Schematic drawing of the possible tunnel-couplings between the molecule and the source, drain
electrodes. The black dashed ovals represent the orbitals A and B.

B. If the charged molecule was stabilized by image-charge potentials due to the metallic
electrodes, one would expect these orbitals to be localized near the two leads. Nevertheless,
as argued in the main text, the reduced life-time broadening and the strong sensitivity to
the back-gate potential for the N=+2 charge state seems to indicate that the doubly
charged molecule has the excess-charge localized more towards the middle of the molecule.
Thus, the exact meaning of orbitals A and B cannot be the same in the different charge
states N=+1, +2 ; if singly charged, the orbital A seems to be localized close to one of
the leads. In the main text we argued that this observation is in fact consistent with
well-known chemistry of an isolated OPV-5 molecule.

The most general situation in the N=+2 charge state is sketched in figure A.2, depicting
an effective two-orbital Anderson model in which the proximity to the leads is modelled
by four different tunnelling-amplitudes. Transport will be feasible via either orbital A
(tSAtAD) or B (tSBtBD), or via AB (tSAtABtBDor tSBtBAtAD), involving a weak inter -
orbital tunnel coupling. The corresponding two-orbital Anderson model incorporating all
five tunnel-couplings is tremendously rich (cf. e.g. Refs.[19, 28–30]) but we shall restrict
ourselves by drawing a few basic conclusions from perturbation theory.

The lowest lying states are well protected by a gap of roughly 35 meV up to the next
excitation, comprised by many-body states with an entirely different charge-density profile.
This is a remarkable separation of energy scales which is never found in traditional quantum
dots, where the excitation energies are always much smaller. In our simplified model we
can therefore safely leave out these high-lying states corresponding to two electrons in the
same effective orbital when we want to describe merely the inelastic co-tunnelling below 2
meV. From the magnetic field dependence, the N=+2 ground state was argued to be an
inter-orbital spin-singlet and the excited state observed at ±1.7 meV to be a spin-triplet. In
the middle of the N=+2 diamond charge-fluctuations are strongly suppressed and virtual
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charge-fluctuations lead to an effective exchange coupling between the two spin- occupying
the A,B-orbitals and the spins of the conduction electrons in the leads. Since our analysis
of the addition energies shows that dU = 42 meV we include only the dominant virtual
fluctuations in the N=+1 state, and omit fluctuations to the N=+3 state altogether.
Performing this projection (Schrieffer-Wolff transformation) one arrives at the following
effective Kondo-model:

H =
∑

~k,σ
α=S,D

(ε~k − µα)c†
α~kσ

cα~kσ + J ~SA · ~SB + Hint

with the antiferromagnetic exchange-coupling J = 1.7meV and the exchange-tunnelling
terms

Hint =
∑

~k,~k′;σ,σ′
α,α′=S,D

i=A,B

J i
α′α

~Si · c†α′~k′σ′~τσ′σcα~kσ ,

where ~τ is the vector of Pauli matrices and where the couplings are given by J i
α′α =

t∗iα′tiα/EC , assuming for now that tAB = 0. The current carried by this exchange tunnelling
is an odd function of the applied bias-voltage and in the special case where all tiα are equal
the current will in fact vanish. This is seen by writing

∑
i=A,B J i

α′α
~Si =

∑
i=+,− J i

α′α
~Si

with J±α′α = (JA
α′α± JB

α′α)/2 and ~S± = ~SA± ~SB and using the singlet-triplet representation
~S+ = ~S and ~S− = ~T with:

Sz = |1〉〈1| − |−1〉〈−1|
S+ = (S−)† =

√
2 (|1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈−1|)

T z = |0〉〈s|+ |s〉〈0|
T+ = (T−)† =

√
2 (−|1〉〈s|+ |s〉〈−1|) .

Since only ~T couples the singlet and the triplet-states there are no exchange tunnelling
terms involving the singlet and therefore no current in the case of equal couplings. So, a
finite current demands asymmetric couplings (the generic case) or an additional potential
scattering term.

The antiferromagnetic exchange coupling J we ascribe to a super-exchange mechanism,
which involves consecutive hops along the molecule. Including an inter -orbital tunnel cou-
pling in our simple two-orbital model would of course alter the energy analysis in the main
text slightly due to a weak mixing with (anti-)bonding states, but the dominant energy
scales dU and EC would hardly be influenced. A finite inter -orbital tunnelling also leads
to new exchange-tunnelling terms in the effective low-energy Kondo-model and therefore
opens an extra channel for transport. Instead of introducing bonding/anti-bonding states,
we include the leading order corrections to the transport merely by going one order higher
in the Schrieffer-Wolf transformation. This generates the additional term:
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HAB
int =

∑

~k,~k′;σ,σ′
α,α′=S,D

JBA
α′α

{[
~SA · ~SB + 1/4

]
τ 0
σ′σ +

[
~SA + ~SB − 2i(~SA × ~SB)

]
· ~τσ′σ

}
c†
α′~k′σ′

cα~kσ

+ (A ↔ B)

and renormalizes the exchange-interaction to J − 2
∑

α(JAB
αα + JBA

αα ), with third order
couplingsJ ij

α′α = t∗α′itijtαj/E
2
C , where i, j ∈ {A,B} and i 6= j. In the singlet-triplet rep-

resentation, the vector-product spin-operator, −2i(~SA × ~SB) = ~̃T , contains the following
matrix elements:

T̃ z = −|0〉〈s|+ |s〉〈0| T̃+ = (− T̃−)† =
√

2 (|1〉〈s|+ |s〉〈−1|) .

Since the vector-product is anti-symmetric in the orbital indices A and B, this term
drops out when all tiα are equal and again there will be no transitions to the triplet state.
In this case only the potential scattering term gives rise to a finite (constant) conductance.
Nevertheless, in the generic case with different tiα the triplet-states will become populated
at sufficiently large bias-voltage and an inelastic co-tunnelling-channel opens up at eV =
J.

We note that the present problem is different from that of a carbon-nanotube quantum-
dot at an even charging-state, which also exhibits a finite-bias singlet-triplet conductance
peak (cf. Ref.[19]). In contrast to the OPV5-molecule, the electrons in a nanotube are delo-
calised, the exchange coupling is very small and ferromagnetic (Hund’s rule), the ground-
state is an intra-orbital (sub-band) spin-singlet and the lowest excitations comprise an
inter -orbital spin-triplet, thus giving rise to a conductance peak at voltage equal to the
orbital splitting. In the generic case of different tiα the differential conductance of the
nanotube-system is asymmetric in the bias voltage V, consistent with the experiment anal-
ysed in Ref.[19]. In the present problem, however, the inter-orbital nature of the singlet
ground state implies a conductance which is symmetric in bias-voltage, unless tAB is differ-
ent from zero. Thus the assumption of a weak inter-orbital tunnelling strength is consistent
with the relatively weak asymmetry of the differential conductance measured in the N=+2
charge state (cf. figure A.3).

The zero-bias peak observed in the middle of the N=+1 Coulomb-blockade diamond
(cf. figure 4.3a in chapter 4) exhibits an unusual skewed line-shape at variance with the
expectation for the Kondo-resonance of a singly occupied orbital. A similar skewness is
observed in the N=+2 data (cf. figure A.3), and while it is difficult to ascertain the
exact physical origin of this asymmetry the data do in fact exhibit an extra feature which
points to a second molecule in parallel playing a role. That is, defining a background
conductance by what must be subtracted to make the N=+1 peak in figure 4.3a of chapter
4 symmetric, we note that a subtraction of that same background in the N=+2 diamond
makes those data nearly symmetric as well. In figure A.3 we show a set of dI/dV curves
for different gate-voltages in the N=+2 diamond before and after subtraction. Clearly the
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Figure A.3: Traces of the differential conductance, dI/dV, for different gate-voltages in the N=+2
Coulomb-blockade diamond, before (left) and after (right panel) subtracting an asymmetric background
deduced from symmetrising the zero-bias peak observed in the middle of the N=+1 diamond. Curves were
offset for clarity and taken at gate voltages from -0.7 to 0 V in steps of 0.1 V.

middle curve in the right panel, corresponding to gate-voltage in the middle of the N=+2
diamond, is almost perfectly symmetric. How exactly a molecule in parallel leads to an
asymmetric background is not clear to us at this point, but one possible explanation could
be an effective band-filtering (cf. figure 4f in Ref.[31]).

Interestingly, this background subtraction also emphasizes another feature of the data:
a weak but clearly visible zero-bias anomaly. There is no source of zero-bias anomalies in
our effective double-dot Hamiltonian, but a possible explanation could involve one of the
low-lying vibrational modes. In the co-tunnelling regime we observe a number of vibrational
modes at frequencies, which depend slightly on the charge state of the molecule. In the
N=+1 data we observe a mode very close to 1.7 meV and assuming that this mode is also
present in the N=+2 state, this could restore a zero-bias conductance anomaly involving
the simultaneous transition from singlet to triplet and the absorption of a vibrational
quantum, - a novel transport mechanism put forth in a recent paper by Kikoin et al. [32].

The N=+2 data could in principle be fitted in the same manner as was done for the
carbon nanotube in Ref.[19], to quantify the relative strength of the Kondo-correlations and
non-equilibrium effects involved in the conductance peaks near V = ±J. The Hamiltonian
is slightly different, but the renormalization group equations look similar and the rest
of the calculation proceeds exactly as described there. However, since we cannot fully
determine the influence from the background we choose not to present any quantitative
fit to these data. Qualitatively, we observe well-developed peaks of width comparable to J
and a rounded “valley” for voltages smaller than J, which indicates a marked influence of
both Kondo-correlations and non-equilibrium effects (cf. Ref.[19]).
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Figure A.4: Two-dimensional colour plot of the differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V and VG at T =
1.7 K. a, Before the sample was transferred. b, After transfer into a different dewar in which magnetic
field measurements could be performed. Dashed lines indicate the diamond edges of the second molecule
in both plots.

A.4 Stability diagram after transferring the probe to

another dewar

To perform measurements in a magnetic field, the 4He insert had to be transferred from
one dewar to another. After transfer, we have measured the dI/ dV map once again

using the same parameters as before. The result is shown in figure A.4b. The striking
observation is that the degeneracy point on the far left has moved to a more positive gate
voltage whereas all other features remained the same. This observation indicates that the
degeneracy point on the left belongs to a different molecule in parallel. The shift in gate
voltage can be explained by a change in its electrostatic environment, probably because
the molecule has moved. In contrast, the molecule of which the features are discussed in
the main paper has not moved; all details including the singlet-triplet co-tunnelling, the
addition energies and the excitations are unaltered.

Note that the temperature dependent measurements presented in figure 4.2 in chapter
4 were performed before the sample was transferred into the dewar with the magnet.
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Chapter 5. Electrical manipulation of spin states in a single gated transition-metal

complex

5.1 Introduction

The ultimate limit for downscaling nano-electronics devices is the single-molecule tran-
sistor. For most electronics, as well as spintronics applications, the vision is to tailor

the electrical and magnetic properties of a device already in the chemical synthesis of
the molecule. This holds the promise of unprecedented functionalization of the device, in
terms of built-in mechanical, conformational, optical and magnetic properties of the iso-
lated molecule. Since, however, a molecule bridging two electrodes does not preserve all
the well-characterized properties of the isolated molecule, it is of paramount importance
to uncover the salient influence of the nearby electrodes [1–4]. In this letter, we demon-
strate a purely electrically controlled high-spin (S=5/2) to low-spin (S=1/2) transition
within a single-molecule device containing a Mn2+ ion coordinated by two terpyridine lig-
ands. Adjusting the gate-voltage we are able to reduce the terpyridine moiety and thereby
strengthen the ligand-field on the Mn-atom. Adding a single electron thus stabilizes the
low-spin configuration and the corresponding sequential tunneling current is seen to be
suppressed by spin-blockade [5]. From low-temperature inelastic cotunneling spectroscopy,
we infer the magnetic excitation spectrum of the molecule and uncover also a strongly gate-
dependent singlet-triplet splitting on the low-spin side. The measured bias-spectroscopy is
shown to be consistent with an exact diagonalization of the Mn-complex, and an interpre-
tation of the data is given in terms of a simplified effective model. Leaving aside their vast
importance in bioinorganic chemistry, transition metal complexes [6–8] are particularly
interesting for molecular spintronics devices [9–12]. With the present findings, we have
demonstrated direct electrical control of the spin-ground state of a single metal complex,
utilizing the gate-dependence of the ligand-field strength. Harnessing the ligand-electrode
couplings thus opens an exciting window towards electronic functionalization of this class
of single-molecule junctions.

5.2 Experimental details and results

Devices are made by electromigration [13] of a gold wire in a solution of the molecules,
using a feedback mechanism [14] combined with self-breaking [15] (see figures 5.1a

and 5.1b for a likely structure of the device). Details of our fabrication and junction
preparation are described in Ref. [16] and the molecule synthesis and characterization
is described in section A.1 of the appendix. We focus on a particular Mn2+ junction
with intermediate coupling to source and/or drain electrodes, and concomitant Kondo
effects [17–19] as well as pronounced inelastic cotunneling lines [20, 21]. The transport
measurements are represented in figure 5.2, in which we plot the differential conductance
as a function of the applied bias, and gate voltage, showing the typical ‘diamond’ signatures
of Coulomb blockade (CB). As we shall argue (cf. also section A.2 of the appendix), these
data reflect two molecules in parallel: one (molecule B) giving rise to the two sharp white
crosses separating regions (I-III) and another (molecule A) leading to the much broader
cross separating regions (1) and (2). In this letter, we focus on the more strongly coupled
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Figure 5.1: a, Artistic impression of a ([Mn(terpy-O-(CH2)6-SAc)2)]2+) molecule bonded to two gold
electrodes and lying on top of an aluminium gate. b, Fabricated device prior to breaking the small gold
wire in the middle by electromigration. The junction is fabricated on top of an aluminium gate electrode,
which is oxidized in air to form a 2 to 4 nm thick Al2O3 layer and at low temperatures, substantial leakage
currents are typically observed for voltage above ± 4 V. Bridges are electromigrated in the molecule
solution at room temperature by ramping a voltage until a decrease in the conductance is observed, upon
which the applied voltage is returned to 100 mV; the cycle is repeated until a target resistance of 5 kΩ
has been reached. The electromigrated bridges are then left in the molecule solution for about 1 hour to
allow for molecular self-assembly and “self-breaking” of the constricted gold wire. Last, the sample space
is evacuated and the cooling procedure to 1.7 K starts. c, Two different d5 electronic configurations of
the Mn2+ core with respectively low, and high spin are given. The d -orbitals on the Mn atom are split by
the nearly octrahedral ligand field of the organic terpyridine cage into three (lower) t2g orbitals and two
(upper) eg orbitals. d, Molecular structure of ([Mn(terpy-O-(CH2)6-SAc)2)]2+). The derivative has CH6

alkane chains attached to the ligands and acetyl protected thiol end groups to ensure bonding with the
gold electrodes.
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molecule (A), which exhibits pronounced spin-blockade prohibiting low-bias transport at
the observed charge-degeneracy point. This molecule (A) also gives rise to sharp inelastic
cotunneling lines pervading all of region (2) and revealing a marked gate dependence of
the spin-excitations on this molecule.
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Figure 5.2: a, Two dimensional density plot of the differential conductance, dI/dV, versus V and VG at
T = 1.7 K. The different charge states of respectively the main molecule and the molecule in parallel are
indicated by (i,j) with i=1,2 and j=I, II, III. The molecule in parallel gives rise to two very similar white
crosses of high conductance due to sequential tunnelling (black dotted lines). The main molecule displays
only a single cross (red dotted lines) corresponding to sequential tunnelling, which is strongly perturbed
due to its very strong coupling to one, but not the other electrode, and due to the spin-blockade hindering
ground state to ground state transport at low-bias. b, Low bias zoom-in of the different crossings and
charge states without any guides to the eye.

To resolve the spin-configurations in the two charge-states (1-2) of molecule A, we have
measured magnetic field dependence of the inelastic cotunneling lines (figure 5.3). In a
field of 10 Tesla, the inelastic cotunneling lines in region (2) are observed to cross at zero
bias voltage for a gate voltage VC denoted by an orange dot in figure 5.3b. On the left
hand side of this crossing, three equally spaced lines are observed (red, blue, and green
lines). On the right hand side, blue, and green excitations become gate independent. This
behaviour with magnetic field points at an interesting interplay between a singlet (S), and
a triplet (T) state [22, 23] with a gate-dependent antiferromagnetic exchange coupling,
J(VG), as illustrated in figure 5.3c (bottom panel).
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From the Zeeman splitting of the triplet states (figure 5.3d: bottom panel), the exci-
tation pattern observed in charge state (2) indicates that the crossing point at zero bias
voltage marks a transition from a singlet ground state (left) to a triplet ground state
(right). On the left hand side of VC the excitations from the singlet ground state to the
three components of the triplet give rise to three equally spaced resonances [21, 23] sepa-
rated by gµBB. The splittings in figure 5.3b yield a g-factor of g ≈ 1.8. On the right hand
side, the T−1 component of the triplet is the ground state, and the observed resonances are
consistent with inelastic cotunneling from the T−1 state to the singlet S, T0 and T+1 states
[21, 23]. Again, the energy diagram in figure 5.3d predicts the T−1 → S transition to be
gate dependent (red line), whereas for the T−1 → T0 and the T−1 → T+1 transitions (blue
and green lines) no gate dependence is expected. The fact that VC moves towards smaller
gate voltages for increasing magnetic field is also consistent with the energy diagram pre-
sented in figure 5.3d. Further details on the assignment of spin-states is provided in the
appendix, section A.3.

In the left-most section of (1) and right-most section of (2), we observe zero-bias Kondo-
peaks indicating spin-degenerate ground states. As shown in figure 5.3f, these undergo a
simple Zeeman splitting in a magnetic field with corresponding g-factors of 2.1 ± 0.3, and
1.9 ± 0.3, respectively (cf. appendix, section A.5). As shown below, this detailed magnetic
field dependence of the bias-spectroscopy allows us to build up a consistent model for the
electronic configurations of molecule A in the measured gate-range.

From our bulk SQUID susceptibility measurements (cf. appendix, section A.1) we find
that the metal complex in its crystalline form has a high-spin (HS) ground state with
S=5/2. This is as expected from ligand-field theory since exchange interactions at the
metal core are large enough [24, 25] to overcome the nearly octahedral energy splitting ∆oct

[26]. Thus it would be natural to assign the high-spin ground state with N=5 d -electrons
on the Mn-atom to region (1), which makes region (2) a 6-particle state, with an extra
electron fluctuating between the Mn d -orbitals and a ligand state. From the magnetic field
dependence of the bias-spectroscopy we know that regions (2,I-II) have a singlet ground-
state and therefore the Mn-centre must have changed into a low-spin (LS) configuration,
which can be paired with the single spin 1/2 of an added electron to produce the observed
singlet. Several factors could contribute to stabilizing the unusual [27] low-spin state of
the manganese(II) centre including loss of solvation and counter ion interactions, but the
likely cause is the increase in ligand-field strength of the terpyridine ligand system upon
reduction. It should be noted that reduction of terpyridine ligands coordinated to divalent
metal centers is known, even for systems in solution [28]. Thus, charging the ligands by
increasing the gate-voltage can indeed be expected to inflict a transition from HS to LS in
the Mn-centre. This in turn explains the spin-blockade [5], restricting sequential tunnelling
near the N=5,6 charge degeneracy point to excited states available only above a finite bias
corresponding roughly to the nearby inelastic cotunneling threshold. The spin-blockade
is lifted when bias-voltage is large enough to populate the excited states, i.e. states with
N=5, S=1/2 in (1) and N=6, S=1 in (2). Unlike the respective ground-states, these low-
lying excited states do couple via one-electron fluctuations. Transport thus takes place by
means of cotunneling assisted sequential tunnelling, known from experiments on quantum
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Figure 5.3: a, Gray scale plot of dI3/dV 3 as a function of V and VG at T=1.7 K and zero magnetic field
obtained by numerical differentiation of the dI /dV which was measured with a lock-in technique. We have
plotted the third derivative in order to enhance the contrast of the low-bias features; resonances in the
first derivative appear as dips (dark lines) in the third derivative. Almost vertical thick white lines were
superimposed on the plot at the diamond edge locations as a guide to the eye. b, Same as a but at B=
10T. c, Top: schematic drawing of the important low-bias features observed in a. Bottom: energy diagram
of the gate-dependent singlet (S) to triplet (T) transition observed in charge state (2). The energy splitting
between S and T is given by the gate-dependent exchange coupling J(VG). d, Top: schematic drawing
of b. Bottom: energy diagram with Zeeman splitting of the triplet states. Arrows indicate all observed
transitions in charge state (2,I-III). The vertical dashed line locates the S-T−1 crossing; as indicated on
the top part, the singlet (triplet) is the ground state at the left (right) side of this line. e, Squares: gate
voltage value of the S-T−1 crossing, VC , for four different magnetic fields. Red line gives the predicted
gate voltages of the S-T−1 crossing, using the energy diagram presented in d, as a function of magnetic
field. f, Gray scale plot of dI /dV vs. B -field showing a Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonance at VG=
-2.8 V. From the splitting at B=10T we estimate a g-factor of g = 1.9 ± 0.3.
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dots [29]. Finally, we note that the observation of zero-bias Kondo peaks in left part of
region (1) and right part of region (2) is again consistent with the Mn-centre having S=5/2
in (1) and S=1 in right part of (2).

To gain further insight about the electronic configurations for the two charge-states of
molecule A, we have diagonalized the fully interacting 5 and 6-electron problems for an
isolated Mn-complex. We include the three t2g, and two eg d -orbitals on the Mn-atom, split
by an energy ∆ due to the nearly octahedral ligand-field, together with two ligand states
made out of pz-orbitals on the N-atoms. We include electrostatic Coulomb repulsion,
U, and ferromagnetic exchange, K, among the d -electrons. Furthermore, electrons on
either of the ligand orbitals are allowed to tunnel onto a corresponding t2g d -orbital with
matching symmetry. Interestingly, we find that for a large range of realistic parameters
the calculations reproduce the main features of the data: Singlet, and triplet states with a
gate-dependent exchange energy in the meV range, a singlet ground state in regions (2,I-II)
with the triplet as the first excited state and a high spin 5/2 ground state in region (1,I)
with a low lying excited state of spin 1/2.

The gate dependence of the singlet-triplet splitting observed throughout region (2,
I-III) can readily be explained by a difference in gate-coupling for the two terpyridine moi-
eties, arising naturally in the asymmetric device configuration envisioned in figure 5.1a.
This must be considered the generic geometry insofar as a more source-drain symmetric
arrangement would impose strict conditions on the size and topology of the gap. Such
geometrical desymmetrization of the system is also consistent with the broad, yet rela-
tively low sequential tunnelling conductance ridge separating regions (1) and (2) in figure
5.2a, which is to be expected with a large difference in tunnel-couplings to source, and
drain electrodes. In section A.4 of the appendix we report also the observation of a faint,
nearly vertical, line pinned to the singlet-triplet transition point. Our calculations of the
nonequilibrium cotunneling conductance show that this line is only to be expected with a
substantial source-drain asymmetry in the tunnel couplings. In this asymmetric geometry,
electrons on the terpyridine closer to an electrode or on the Mn-atom are screened by the
nearby metallic electrode. These electrons will therefore be much weaker coupled to the
back-gate potential than electrons on the central terpyridine moiety. Figure 5.4 illustrates
the results of our exact diagonalization in terms of the few many-body states which turn
out to dominate the exact result. From these states it becomes apparent that the triplet
state gains an extra ferromagnetic exchange energy compared to the singlet state when
an electron is shifted more toward the central (gate sensitive) ligand orbital by further
increasing VG and moving right in region (2,I-III). We will present more details on these
calculations on a forthcoming publication.

5.3 Conclusion

In conclusion we have demonstrated that the gate electrode in these experiments can
be conceived as a tunable external ligand, which allows control over the spin states of

devices built from transition metal centers. With this added functionality, metal centers
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Figure 5.4: a, Phase-diagram demarcating the regions for which the ground state of the N=6 electron
system is respectively a spin singlet (light grey) or a spin triplet (dark grey). The control parameters on
the axes represent the energy-levels of the relevant ligand states which hybridize with the Mn d -electrons.
Due to the strongly asymmetric device geometry, the terpyridine moiety lying away from the leads will be
screened by the nearby metallic lead and therefore only the ligand level of this central terpyridine (ligand
2) feels the gate potential. Increasing VG lowers the energy of ligand 2 (ε2 following the black arrow) and
the ground state eventually changes from singlet to triplet as observed in figure 5.3(a-b). b, The phase
diagram in a is calculated from an exact diagonalization which reveals a simple understanding in terms of
the 6-particle states shown here. Lower (upper) state is a spin singlet (triplet) and the singlet is the ground
state at the point in parameter space corresponding to the white dot in panel a. c, Same as b, except that
ε2 has now been moved down to the location of the yellow dot in panel a and the triplet has become the
ground state. As indicated by their numerical coefficients, these states dominate the exact eigenstates and
they allow for a simple interpretation of the cause of the gate-dependent singlet-triplet splitting: basically
the triplet is stabilized by charge fluctuations between the d, and the ligand orbitals since it gains more
from the Hund’s rule coupling on the Mn-core. Increasing the gate-voltage lowers ε2 and, as reflected in
the different numerical coefficients, more weight is put on the component with a doubly charged ligand 2,
i.e., the component where the triplet is lowered more in energy from Hund’s rule coupling. Parameters for
this plot were chosen to be U=5.0, ε0d + 4U=0, ε1=0.6, ε2= -0.3, K=0.8, ∆ =2.0, t=0.26, t’=0.1; all in
units of eV.
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with multiple accessible spin states provide an extra possibility for designing and controlling
the transport of charge and spin through single molecule devices.

Appendix

A.1 Molecule synthesis and characterization.

University of Copenhagen

Below we describe the synthesis method and characterization of the molecule used in this
work: Bis-4’-(6-acetylthiohexyloxy)-2,2’;6’,2”-terpyridine manganese(II) hexaflu-
orophosphate.

4’-(6-Acetylthiohexyloxy)-2,2’;6’,2”-terpyridine [6] (204 mg, 0.5 mmol) was dissolved
in acetone (20 mL) and heated to 50◦C. A solution of Manganese(II)acetate tetrahydrate
(61 mg, 0.025 mmol) in milliQ water (5 mL) was added, and the reaction mixture stirred
for 1 hour. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and poured into 0.2 M
aqueous potassiumhexafluorophosphate solution (100 mL). The resulting slurry was filtered
through filter aid (Celite) and washed with water (200 mL) and ether (200 mL). Finally
the celite was washed with acetone, to transfer the product. Evaporation of the acetone in
vacuo afforded 160 mg of bis-4’-(6-acetylthiohexyloxy)-2,2’;6’,2”-terpyridine manganese(II)
hexafluorophosphate 12 as a white powder, corresponding to 55% yield.

Mp: 83.3-85.2◦C. Anal. Calcd. for C46H52N6O5F12P2S2Mn (M+H2O): C, 46.87; H,
4.45; N, 7.13; Found: C, 46.98; H, 4.20; N, 6.99; MS (ESP+ (acetonitrile) shows a peak at
m/z = 434.5 (100), 435.0 (80), 435.5 (50), 436.1 (60), 436.6 (20), 437.1 (20) corresponding
to M2+ -2PF6.

The NMR spectra showed strong line broadening due to manganese(II). 1H NMR (400
MHz, acetone-d6): δ 1.38 (12H), 1.74 (4H), 2.58 (6H), 2.82 (4H), 4.19 (4H), 7.45 (4H),
7.93 (8H), 8.67 (8H). It was not possible to obtain a C13 spectrum due to the presence
of the magnetic Mn2+. Crystals for single crystal X-ray diffraction were obtained by slow
diffusion of water into an acetonitrile solution of the complex [30].

Magnetic response was recorded on a powdered crystalline sample (6.28 mg) in a gela-
tine cup (see figure A.1). Data were corrected for diamagnetism of the container and for
diamagnetism of the compound by use of tabulated values of Pascals constants. Measure-
ments were performed on a Quantum Design MPMS5 system calibrated on a palladium
sample and on CoHg(NCS)4. The temperature independent magnetic moment with a value
of close to 6 Bohr magnetons (theoretical spin-only value: 5.92 B.M.) is indicative of only
weakly interacting high-spin manganese(II) centers.
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Figure A.1: Magnetic susceptibility of the bulk sample.

A.2 Assignment of the low-bias features: two molecules

in parallel.

Figure A.2 shows the same stability diagram as shown in figure 5.2a of the main text.
Below, we shall argue why these data reflect electron transport carried by two molecules

in parallel, and how the various low-bias conductance features can be consistently assigned
to these two different molecules.

As indicated in figure A.2 by dashed black lines, the transport measurements exhibit
two crossing points with equally sharp diamond boundaries having roughly the same slope.
This is a strong indication that these two crossings separating regions (2-4) correspond to
transport through the same molecule (Molecule B). Moreover the sharpness of these lines
tell us that this a relatively weakly coupled dot, with a coupling Γ to the leads of the order
of a few meV, as compared to the charging energy which is of the order of 0.1 eV.

Between regions (1) and (2), we observe a much broader and lower ridge of high con-
ductance which bears little resemblance to the two sharp crosses. Although it is difficult
to draw diamond boundaries due to the large broadening, a slightly curved version of the
sketched cross drawn with solid black lines is clearly present. We interpret this as sequen-
tial tunneling through a different molecule (Molecule A) which is stronger coupled (broader
ridge) and quite asymmetrically (lower peak-heights) coupled to source, and drain. In (4),
we observe a similar region of high conductance and large broadening which is likely to be
connected to single-electron tunneling transport through molecule A.
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Figure A.2: Same density plot as shown in figure 5.2a of the main text. Distinct regions defined by ridges
of high sequential tunnelling conductance are numbered (1- 4).

Zooming in on the low-bias features near the (2-3) cross (figure A.3), we observe that
the gate-dependent cotunneling lines in (3) continue through the single-electron tunneling
(SET) region into region (2) with hardly any change in their slopes. Figure 5.3b in the
main text also shows that at high magnetic fields these lines display an identical splitting
in three branches in regions (2) and (3). These observations again indicate that the two
signals are merely superimposed, i.e., derived from two different molecules. When crossing
into region (2), the cotunneling lines are shifted a bit downwards (cf. figure 5.3a of the main
text). The transition from (3) to (2) corresponds to the withdrawal of one electron from
molecule B, and therefore this shift seems to indicate a capacitive coupling between the two
molecules since this transition implies a change in the electrostatic environment of molecule
A. From figure A.3, we also observe a zero-bias Kondo resonance in (2). The intensity of
this Kondo resonance vanishes rapidly towards more negative voltages, indicating that it
is connected to the charge degeneracy point of molecule B.

Following the cotunneling lines further left from region (2) into region (1), they change
dramatically upon crossing the diamond boundaries (schematically shown by solid black
lines) of molecule A. The lines bend towards the zero-bias axis and a Kondo resonance
appears at the far left (cf. section A.5). As described in the main text, this can be
understood in terms of a transition from low, to high-spin giving rise to spin-blockade
which suppresses the low-bias part of the SET cross. This entire spin-blockade scenario
again makes it very natural to associate the two dominant gate-dependent cotunneling
lines with molecule A.

Going (right) towards larger gate-voltages, the two gate-dependent cotunneling lines in
(3) extend into region (4) without any change in their slopes. Incidentally, the two lines
cross zero practically at the point of transition from (3) to (4). As discussed already in the
main text, the presence of a zero-bias Kondo resonance in region (4) at B=0 T is consistent
with a triplet ground state. From figure A.4 we observe that the intensity of this Kondo
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Figure A.3: Zoom-in of the low-bias region of the cross separating regions (2) and (3). Showing both first
(left panel), and second (right panel) derivatives of the current.

resonance increases when going (right) further into region (4), indicating again that it is
connected to the high conductance region on the far right, which we have attributed to
molecule A.

Altogether, this interpretation of the whole set of transport data provides a consistent
interpretation of regions (1-4) as the signal from two molecules in parallel. As we have
argued, the two molecules are coupled very differently and we presume that this is the
reason why only one of the two molecules shows the high-spin low-spin transition with the
concomitant spin-blockade.

Figure A.4: Zoom-in on the low-bias region of the crossing from region (3) to region (4). A zero-bias
Kondo-peak with a gate-dependent Triplet-Singlet excitation grows stronger further inside region (4).

Notice that a total of 206 samples incorporating the ([Mn(terpy-O-(CH2)6-SAc)2)]
2+)

molecule have been measured. For all samples, electromigration was carried out using
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a self-breaking method which has proven to significantly reduce the chances of creating
small gold nano-particles during this process [15]. In nine of these 206 junctions transport
could be attributed to transmolecular conduction; our reported yield is comparable with
the work by other groups, i.e. a few percent [31]. In figure A.5, we show low-temperature
measurements taken on a different sample in which only two charge states were accessible.
The observed sharp spectroscopic lines in the SET region and the absence of cotunneling
features indicate weak electronic coupling. Given the energy spacing of the excitations (a
few meV) and their appearance at more or less the same energies for two subsequent charge
states, we argue that the observed excitations originate from vibrational modes. Only the
sample shown in the main paper had enough information in the stability plot for us to
unambiguously indentify the charge and spin states.

Figure A.5: Stability diagram measured on a different three-terminal junction with ([Mn(terpy-O-(CH2)6-
SAc)2)]2+), at T = 1.6 K.

A.3 Details on the assignment of spin states.

In this section we provide additional details to support the assignment of the different
spin states as discussed in the main text. First, the transition |S〉 →|T0〉 in regions

(2) and (3), should be magnetic field independent as the difference in angular momentum
between these states is zero. In figure A.6 we present the same plots as in figure 5.3 of the
main text (same bias and gate range is used). For the measurement at zero magnetic field
(figure A.6a) we have drawn the gate-dependent cotunneling lines in (2) and (3): dotted
and dashed lines respectively. We have then copied these lines on the measurement at high
magnetic fields at the same locations in figure A.6b. We see that the dashed lines match
the |S〉 →|T0〉 excitation (middle resonance on the left hand side of the S-T−1 crossing).
A similar agreement is found for the dotted lines.
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Figure A.6: a, b, Plots similar to figures 5.3a and 5.3b of the main text. In a, dotted lines are drawn along
the gate dependent cotunneling lines in regions (2) and (3). In b, the lines drawn in a were copied to the
same locations, overlapping the |S〉 →|T0〉.

A.4 Enhanced cotunneling near the singlet-triplet de-

generacy.

J. Paaske and K. Flensberg.

Figure A.7: a,b,c, Differential conductance map inside (3), at T = 1.7 K and for three different magnetic
fields. The black(white) dot indicates the position of the S-T−1 crossing for each panel. Black dashed
line at VG = 0.7 V is used as a guide to the eye. Arrows point at a resonance line that crosses the S-T−1

degeneracy point.

We have measured the dI /dV map inside charge state (3) for three different magnetic
fields, 10T, 9.3T, and 7T (see figure A.7). We observe that the S-T−1 crossing,

indicated by a black(white) dot, moves towards smaller gate voltages as we increase the
magnetic field. One particular feature for all three measurements at high magnetic fields,
but mainly clearly visible in figure A.7a, is the appearance of a sharp, almost vertical,
line going through the S-T−1 crossing. To our knowledge, this line has not been observed
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before and as we shall argue below, it appears to have a relatively simple explanation.
Basically, this line reflects a difference in elastic cotunneling on the two different sides

of the S-T−1 crossing which is brought out when the molecule is coupled sufficiently asym-
metrically to source, and drain electrodes. This can be seen from the plots in figure A.8
produced within 2nd order perturbation theory in the effective cotunneling amplitudes. To
be more specific, a unitary (Schrieffer-Wolff) transformation effectively projects out all real
charge-fluctuations and one is left with an effective low-energy (Kondo, or cotunneling-)
Hamiltonian. For the specific problem of a spin-singlet separated from a spin-triplet by
an exchange-coupling, the effective Hamiltonian and the 2nd order current in the resulting
amplitudes has been calculated in Ref. [32] and figure A.8 is produced from those formulas
simply by assuming the singlet-triplet splitting to depend on gate-voltage (and very weakly
on the bias-voltage, in order to simulate the slope of this nearly vertical feature). For a
sufficiently large asymmetry in couplings to source and drain, the impurity is practically
kept in its ground state: Singlet on the left, and triplet (T−1) on the right side. In this case,
the line arises from the fact that the elastic cotunneling matrix element for the triplet state
is a factor of two larger than that for the singlet. With a slight bias-dependence on the
singlet-triplet splitting a vertical step in the elastic cotunneling background finally turns
into a peak (V>0) or a dip (V<0), respectively.

Notice that no such line was observed at the singlet-triplet crossing point investigated
in Ref. [23]. According to the mechanism outlined above, this implies that the present
device is much more asymmetrically coupled than the device studied in Ref. [23]. Since
more than one orbital is involved in both of these systems it is not straight forward to
deduce the asymmetry of the devices, but judging from the zero-bias Kondo peak heights
in the neighboring odd charge-states, the device in Ref. [23] shows a saturation at 0.4
(2e2/h), whereas the peak observed in charge state (1) of the present device reaches a mere
0.02 (2e2/h). This, admittedly crude estimate would indeed suggest a more symmetrically
coupled device in Ref. [23].

Comparing to the nearly vertical experimentally observed line, a few discrepancies
still remain to be resolved. First of all, a closer investigation of the data shows that as
bias voltage increases the line-shape as a function of gate-voltage has more structure to
it than simply a peak or a dip. At this stage, we merely speculate that this is related
to a cotunneling induced mixing of the various spin-states at higher bias-voltages. More
importantly, perhaps, is the fact that the experimental line is observed to have a width of
roughly 3 mV (estimated with a gate-coupling of 0.1), which is comparable to the maximum
singlet-triplet splitting at zero-field. In our calculation, the extra line is only smeared by
temperature, i.e., roughly 0.2 mV (1.7 K) and hence an order of magnitude too narrow.

In calculating the right panel of figure A.8 we have also included a spin-anisotropy
term, DS2

z + E(S2
x − S2

y), for the spin-1 state. This term breaks the rotational invariance
and angular momentum needs no longer be conserved. In our calculation this shows up
as an extra ∆m = 2 line reflecting a transition between T−1 and T+1 . As pointed out
earlier, this extra (nominally forbidden) line is also observed in the experiment. Such
anisotropies could well arise from spin-orbit coupling on the Mn-atom in the presence of a
nearly octahedral ligand-field.
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Figure A.8: Differential conductance maps calculated inside charge state (3). The three left panels show a
series of calculations incorporating the full effects of nonequilibrium (V -dependent) occupation numbers for
the molecule-spin states. Top to bottom panels illustrate the effects of increasing source-drain asymmetry
in the tunnel-couplings between molecule and electrodes. Right panel shows a similar calculation leaving
out the effects of nonequilibrium occupation numbers but including an anisotropy term which mixes the
T−1 and the T+1 components of the triplet. Parameters are chosen to match experimental conditions.
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A.5 Kondo effects: Magnetic field and temperature

dependence.

Figure A.9: a , dI /dV versus V at fixed gate voltage, inside charge state (1), for various temperatures
with VG = - 2.8V. b, Zero-bias conductance as a function of temperature. c, Grey-scale plot of dI/dV
versus V and B at VG = - 2.8 V.

In this section we present a detailed study of the zero-bias Kondo resonance observed in
charge state (1). We also give clear evidence of the magnetic field splitting of the Kondo

resonance in charge state (4). Figures A.9a and A.9b show the temperature dependence of
the Kondo resonance observed at the far left of region (1). As expected for an underscreened
spin 5/2 [33, 34], we find a logarithmic increase upon lowering the temperature. In a
magnetic field, this Kondo resonance splits in two peaks, as shown in figure A.9c. From
the splitting of the Kondo resonance at B = 10 T we estimated a g-factor of g = 1.9 ±
0.3.
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Figure A.10: a, Differential conductance map of the crossing between regions (3) and (4), at T = 1.7 K
and B = 0 T. b, dI /dV trace taken at the position indicated in a by a thin dashed line. Grey dashed
line is a fit using three lorentzian peaks: one was found to be centered around zero bias after convergence
of the fitting procedure. c, Same as in a but at B = 10 T. d, dI /dV versus V at three different gate
voltages inside charge state (4). Arrows indicate the positions of the split zero-bias Kondo resonance for
the trace at highest gate voltage.
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Due to the close proximity of the gate-dependent cotunneling lines at finite bias, sim-
ilar plots could not be made to characterize the zero-bias Kondo-resonance in region (4).
Nevertheless, it is clear from figures A.10a and A.10b that at zero magnetic field we do
observe a zero-bias resonance. The grey dashed line in figure A.10b is a fit to a dI /dV
trace taken inside charge state (4); it includes two lorentzians centered at finite bias and a
third one which after convergence of the fitting procedure is found to be centered around
zero bias. Figure A.10c shows the same stability diagram as in figure A.10a but at high
magnetic fields (B = 10 T). Three dI/dV traces taken from the former measurement at
different gate voltages inside region (4) clearly demonstrate the splitting of the zero-bias
Kondo resonance as shown in figure A.10d.
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Chapter 6

Switching in molecular junctions
containing a Co-based grid molecule

E. A. Osorio, M. Ruben, J. M. Lehn, and H. S. J. van der Zant

We report on three-terminal transport through electromigrated junctions containing
a Co-based grid molecule. The molecule comprises a ligand-mediated arrangement of
four metal Co(II)-ions positioned at the conerstones of a molecular square. Three-
terminal transport measurements show Coulomb blockade and excitation lines at low
energy which are attributed to vibrational modes of the molecule. When applying a
bias above a threshold voltage, we find switching in the I-V characteristic; below this
voltage, it is absent. Similar switching behavior occurs as a function of gate voltage.
The measurements show that conformational changes are most likely not the cause
of the switches. A possible mechanism may be related to the motion of counter ions
in the vicinity of the molecular junction.

This chapter will be part of a forthcoming publication.
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Figure 6.1: a, Representation of the [CoII
4 L4]8+ complex (L=4,6-bis(2,2-bipyrid-6-yl)-2- phenylpyrimidine).

Each CoII center is coordinated by six N donor atoms (dotted lines). b, Cyclic voltammogram (bold: scan
rate 0.1 V/s) and its semiderivative deconvolution (thin) of [CoII

4 L4]8+ in DMF 0.1M + Bu4NPF6. Pictures
a and b are taken from Ref. [18]

6.1 Introduction

Molecules are attractive building blocks for performing logical operations in high-
density electronic devices. The observation of electrical switching in molecular junc-

tions has therefore attracted a lot of attention. Very recently the operation of a 160-kilobit
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) circuit based on monolayers of bistable rotaxane
molecules as data storage elements has been demonstrated [1]. Reports on conductance
switching in the literature, however, remain controversial with regard to the nature of
the mechanism itself: conformational changes [2–6], molecule-bond fluctuations [7, 8], or
reversible formation of metallic filaments through molecular layers [9] are among the pro-
posed mechanisms. In some cases the switching appears to be voltage driven: a dc bias
voltage triggers a transition to a higher conductance state [3–5, 10, 11]. Other experi-
ments with photochromic molecules demonstrate that light-controlled switching [12–16] is
possible through well-characterized photoisomerizations as shown in recent measurements
carried out on large-area contacts [17].

6.2 Experiment details

In this chapter we present measurements performed on three-terminal devices incorpo-
rating the [CoII

4 L4]
8+[2×2]-grid complex (see figure 6.1). It is a special type of molecule

giving rise to up to twelve well-resolved reduction waves in cyclic voltammetry studies,
indicating that up to 12 electrons can be put onto the molecule; this represents the highest
reported number of well-characterized, resolved and reversible one-electron reductions on
a molecular compound [18]. For example, the fullerenes (C60) exhibit only four reversible
single-electron reductions for a similar voltage span as in figure 6.1b [19]. This exceptional
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property of the grid molecule makes it an interesting candidate for measurements in three-
terminal devices since one would expect that the number of accessible charge states would
be higher with this molecule compared to the other molecules used in the work presented
in this thesis. Although we did not observe such an increase in the number of charge
states probed in the experiments, clear vibrational spectra were recorded as well as, more
interestingly, the presence of switching behavior. Out of a total of 100 junctions that were
measured, two showed both of these features (samples A and B). On a third sample, which
we name C, we did not observe switching behavior but a set of excitations at comparable
energies with samples A and B.

6.3 Results and discussions

6.3.1 Vibrational excitations

Transport measurements for samples A and B are represented in figure 6.2a and b
respectively as a plot of the differential conductance as a function of bias and gate

voltage. Regions of high conductance (white and grey) where transport takes place through
sequential electron tunneling (SET) are markedly separated by slanted lines (diamond
edges) from regions of zero conductance (black), which is a signature of Coulomb blockade
physics. For samples A and B, only two charge states are probed in the experiment which
we label N and N+1. We observe in both transport measurements sharp spectroscopic
features, i.e., excitation lines, in the SET region indicating a weak (electronic) molecule-
lead coupling. The energies of these excitations are listed in panel d (figure 6.2) for samples
A and B for the two consecutive charge states; for energies above 10 meV, other sets of
measurements, not shown here, were used for determining these. We have also included
the energy of the excitations for sample C which also displayed only two charge states.
From the table in panel d, it appears that the three samples share common excitation
energies. The fact that some excitations are absent (present) for one sample and not for
the other may hint in a difference of the environment for the three molecules or different
molecule-lead couplings [20].

It is important to remark that given the energy spacing of the excitations (few meV)
and their appearance at approximately the same energies for two subsequent charge states,
we argue in the same way as for the OPV-5 (see chapter 3) that the observed excitations
originate from vibrational modes. Further confirmation comes from the observation of
four harmonic excitation lines indicated in figure 6.2a by arrows; in figure 6.2c we have
plotted the energy of these four excitations as a function of the mode number and in 6.1e
the corresponding current-voltage characteristics. Such a harmonic spectrum indicates the
excitation of four vibrational quanta and suggest a value of the electron-phonon coupling
of order one [21] (see section 2.1.3 in chapter 2). From the step heights in figure 6.2e, an
estimate of the e-ph coupling constant, λ, can be ontained. In the approximation that
transitions involve at least one ground state, one finds that the ratio between the second
and first step height equals λ [21, 22]. In figure 6.2e this ratio is close to one for all three
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Figure 6.2: a, b, Conductance maps of two different junctions (samples A and B) incorporating a grid-
type complex in the weak coupling limit measured at 1.6 K, and with a maximum applied bias voltage
of ±20 mV. c, Energy of the first four vibrational excitation in charge state N as a function of the mode
number (sample A). d, Energy of the excitations lines listed for the two consecutive charge states probed
in the experiment (for samples A, B, and C). These are read from the bias at which the excitation line
meets the diamond edge; the excitation corresponds to the charge state of the Coulomb diamond they end
up in. The error in the reading is about 0.5 meV. e, I-V characteristics at three different gate voltages
from the measurement in a showing the step-wise increase of the current due to the excitation of the n-th
vibrational mode (squares in c).
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curves; thus the data indicates λ ≈ 1. To get more insight in the nature of the vibrational
modes and their appearance in an experiment, quantum chemistry calculations would be
helpful. However at low energies the calculations are very sensitive to the local environment
(potential landscape) and this may make it difficult to identify the exact mode that appears
in the experiment.

6.3.2 Switching

We now turn to transport measurements in sample A carried out on a larger bias and
gate range. In figure 6.3a we show the conductance map acquired with a maximum

applied bias of ±200 mV. A striking difference with figure 6.2a is observed: the stability
diagram no longer shows a clearly defined degeneracy point at approximately VG=0.8
V. Diamond edges are ill-defined as the onset of conductance appears to be stochastically
distributed (switching behavior) for every gate voltage. In addition, a pronounced negative
differential resistance (NDR) region (black) appears at positive bias. Figure 6.3b shows a
expanded view on the central region of the stability diagram which shows the switching
behavior in more detail. As a guide and for the purpose of the upcoming discussions, we
have added blue and red dashed lines in figure 6.3b which represent a lower-bias bound for
the onset of conductance.

In order to study in more detail this stochastic behavior we continuously measured I-V
characteristics at VG=1 V from -200 mV to +200mV and back. We acquired 200 of these
sweeps, and in figure 6.3c we have plotted three different types of I-V curves which are
representative of the overall behavior during these measurements; we have labeled these
with numbers. A common feature of all three types of I-V curves is the broad NDR located
at positive bias. Apart from having slightly different current levels, the three type of I-V s
display a different Coulomb gap size: the red (green) I-V is the one with the smallest
(largest) gap in figure 6.3c. We also note that the green I-V curve has a less sharp onset of
conductance as compared to the blue I-V curve: this is more clear at negative bias. It is
important to note that during the 200 sweeps, stochastic switching between the different I-
V curves is observed for biases higher than ±80 mV. This is marked by vertical transitions
in the I-V characteristic as the ones observed in figure 6.3c at approximately -200 mV in
bias.

By decreasing the maximum applied bias in the sweeps, we find that it has a profound
influence on the switching. In figure 6.3d we show two representative I-V characteristics in
which the bias voltage of the sweeps was limited to ±120 mV. Compared to the previous
measurement in which the bias was limited to ±200 mV, we did not observe in a total of 200
sweeps the green type of I-V characteristic as shown in figure 6.3c; all recorded I-V curves
were similar to the ones in figure 6.3d. We also note that stochastic switching between I-V
types is observed, and in figure 6.3d we see a clear transition from the red to the blue type
of curve at approximately -80 mV. Below a threshold bias voltage in the sweeps, V ≈ 100
mV, the switching between different types of I-V curves completely disappears. In figure
6.3e we show 20 out of 200 consecutive sweeps performed with a maximum applied voltage
of ±100 mV. It is clear that only the blue type of I-V characteristic remains.
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Figure 6.3: a, Conductance map of sample A measured at 1.6 K, and with a maximum applied bias of
±200 mV. b, Zoom-in of the central region in the stability diagram shown in a. c, d, e, Recorded I-V
curves taken by sweeping the bias voltage back and forth continuously between ±200 mV, ±120 mV, and
±100 mV at VG= 1 V. For clarity, a limited number of curves is shown in each panel; numbers label each
type of characteristic I-V (see text). f, I-V curves taken from a at VG= 0.66 V, 0.84 V, and 0.97 V. Note
that an I-V characteristic in a conductance map is recorded at a fix gate voltage but also at a particular
time; this means that I-V characteristics measured at the previous gate voltages as a function of time
would have also displayed the same switching behavior as in c.
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The stability of the I-V characteristic below this voltage explains why in figure 6.2a,
where the applied bias did not exceed 20 mV, well defined diamond edges are observed.
In addition, the position in gate voltage of the charge degeneracy point in figure 6.2a
coincides with the position of the blue dot in figure 6.3b. Surprisingly, figure 6.3b shows
that the conductance at the zero-bias axis appears enhanced (white) for different gate
voltages. At the charge degeneracy point it is expected that the conductance gap in the
I-V characteristic vanishes. Therefore, this finding suggest that the charge degeneracy
point in the measurement presented in figure 6.3b shifts between different fixed positions
at the gate axis. To illustrate this point, we present in figure 6.3f I-V characteristics at
three different gate voltages: at the crossing of the green (red) dashed lines, and at the
position of the blue dot in figure 6.3b. We see that all three curves are similar and share
the absence of a clear conductance gap, confirming our observations.

We have observed a similar switching effect for sample B. Figure 6.4a shows the conduc-
tance map, and just like for sample A we see that well defined diamond edges are absent
as the onset for conductance is no longer linear on VG (see figure 6.4b). With dashed red
and green lines we highlight in figure 6.4a two possible onsets for conductance which are
connected to two different charge degeneracy points of the same state (the crossing point
of the green and red dashed lines define these two points).

In the same manner as for sample A we have measured at a fixed gate voltage I-V
characteristics from -200 mV to +200 mV and back. By measuring continuously 300 of
these sweeps, we found that two representative types of different I-V characteristic appear,
which are plotted in figure 6.4b. We note that in figure 6.4b the red type of I-V curve
switches at positive and negative bias voltages (indicated by arrows) to the green type
I-V curve. In figure 6.4c we have plotted 100 consecutive sweeps. We observe a frequent
stochastic switching between the two different types of I-V curves. The current levels are
practically the same for all sweeps and the main difference between the two types of I-V
curves is the conductance gap size: it is smaller for the green type of I-V s. The size of
the conductance gap for the red (green) type I-V curves is equal to the gap size one would
determine from the red (green) diamond edges schematically drawn in figure 6.4a with
dashed lines. As with sample A, below a certain threshold bias voltage (about 50 mV in
this case), sample B stops displaying switching between different types of I-V curves. In
figure 6.4d we show 20 out of 300 consecutive sweeps with a maximum applied bias voltage
of 50 mV: only the green type of I-V curve is recorded. For the measurement presented
in figure 6.2b the bias was kept below this threshold value. We note that the crossing
defined by the green dashed lines in figure 6.4a is located at the same gate voltage as the
degeneracy point in figure 6.2b.

Before we turn to possible explanations for the switching effect observed in samples A
and B, we mention that a similar type of switching was observed in measurements car-
ried out on the manganese complex discussed in chapter 5. A summary of the results
displaying switching behavior in this complex can be found in the appendix attached to
this chapter. Based on the observations, we can disregard certain mechanisms that may
induce the switching behavior. First of all, molecule-Au bond fluctuations cannot explain
the observed switching since, unlike the manganese complex, the grid molecule does not
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Figure 6.4: a, Conductance map of sample B measured at 1.6 K, and with a maximum applied bias of ±200
mV: b, c, Recorded I-V curves taken by sweeping the bias voltage back and forth continuously between
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displayed.
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posses binding groups (such as S-H). Moreover, conformational changes are not the cause
as they are only expected to change the I-V characteristic above a certain bias voltage and
not the conductance gap. Claims of the observation of conformational changes have been
reported with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments. In these experiments
the zero-bias resistance and the low-bias behavior remained unchanged [4, 5].

The fact that the measurements indicate that the charge degeneracy point is stochas-
tically shifting suggests that the switching effect is rather electrostatic in nature. Charges
near the molecular junctions might be the cause. The grid complex and the manganese
complex are both molecules with an intrinsic charge; plus eight and plus two respectively.
Neighboring molecules which do not contribute to transport could have an electrostatic
influence on the conducting molecule. Furthermore, the solutions which are used for the
deposition of these molecules contain counter ions (molecular species that ensure charge
neutrality of the whole compound). After deposition these counter ions may remain in the
vicinity of the junction area; by moving around they mimic a change in the offset charge
which leads to a shift of the degeneracy point. It is important to note that we never ob-
served a similar switching behavior in the measurements carried out on the OPV molecules.
These molecules are neutral and therefore do not require the presence of counterions. In or-
der to fully elucidate the fundamental process underlying the switching mechanism further
experimental and theoretical research is however required.

Appendix

In this appendix, we show measurements performed on three-terminal devices incorpo-
rating the Mn-based transition metal complex discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis. In

2 samples out of 206, a similar type of switching behavior as the one mentioned in this
chapter for junctions incorporating a grid type complex is observed. We summarize below
the main results.

A.1 Switching in a single-Mn atom molecular com-

plex

Figures A.1a and b show the conductance maps of two different junctions. As in other
measurements described in this thesis we observe regions of high conductance where

transport is dominated by sequential electron tunneling (SET) and regions of low conduc-
tance where transport is blocked. In figure A.1a we observe a single charge degeneracy
point and slanted lines (diamond edges) which separate the two conductance regions. On
the positive gate voltage region of this plot we observe “oscillations” on the onset of con-
ductance (switching). Similar observations have been made in a second sample; the results
are shown in figure A.1b. Switches occur at the right hand side of the degeneracy point
indicated by a black dot. Furthermore, we see that the lower-bias bound for the onset
of conductance follows a linear gate dependence (dashed-black line in figure A.1b). This
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Figure A.1: a, b, Stability diagrams for two different ([Mn(terpy-O-(CH2)6-SAc)2)]2+) molecular junc-
tions, measured at 1.6 K. c, Recorded I-V curves from b taken by sweeping the bias voltage continuously
back and forth between ±200 mV at VG= 2.7 V. A total number of 30 consecutive sweeps are shown.
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indicates that the diamond edge is shifting (stochastically) by a fixed amount along the
gate axis, owing to the presence of a variable offset charge. In figure A.1c we show I-V
characteristics that were recorded by sweeping continuously the bias voltage back and forth
between V = ±200 mV at VG= 2.7 V on the sample from figure A.1b. The I-V curves fall
mainly into two categories: type 1 I-V ’s have a smaller Coulomb blockade gap and slightly
higher (smaller) current levels at positive (negative) bias than type 2 I-V ’s. Qualitatively
the switching behavior in these pictures resemble the one presented in the measurements
discussed in chapter 6. However, we did not observe as in chapter 6 a bias dependence of
the switching nor a threshold bias voltage at which this effect disappears.
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7.1 Introduction

One of the main questions in single-molecule electronics is to know whether a single
molecule is addressed during the electrical measurements. Neighboring molecules of

the same or of a different kind (e.g., contamination) can affect the transport measurements
masking the transport properties of a single molecule. So far the only technique which
allows the experimentalist to address a single molecule and to be able to characterize the
environment of that molecule is scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). On the other hand,
in electromigrated junctions, the final sample geometry, i.e., the number of molecules in
the gap and their arrangement, the presence of spurious metallic clusters, is not under
experimental control. In the work presented in this thesis electrical measurements at
cryogenic temperatures are used to unravel the sample topology. In some cases, “the
picture” is very clear as in figure 3.3 of chapter 3, and in some others the conductance
map is more complicated and features which may indicate the presence of more than one
dot (or charge traps) are observed [1, 2]. These observations motivated the work presented
in this chapter in which we make use of a simple model to numerically calculate some of
the observed features which cannot be understood in a single-dot framework. The model
makes use of the rate equation approach [3] applied to two capacitively coupled parallel
dots.

The parallel double-quantum dot (DQD) is a system that has been used for studying
interference, such as in Aharanov-Bohm (AB) type interferometers [4, 5], as well as phe-
nomena in the Coulomb blockade [6] and Kondo regimes [7]. Much theoretical work has
been devoted to the Kondo effect in parallel DQD structures [8–11] where, in contrast to
our model, tunneling between the dots is taken into account. Here, we will only consider
capacitive coupling between the two dots following experimental work [12–14] and theo-
retical work [15, 16] by others. On what follows, equations for the electrostatic interaction
between the dots and the tunneling rates to and from the leads will be derived. At the end
of this chapter we present results based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF)
formalism to account for the line shapes of the observed features.

7.2 Parallel double-dot system

The double dot is modeled as a network of tunnel resistors and capacitors as illustrated
in figure 7.1. The number of electrons on dot 1(2) is N1(2). Each dot is capacitively

coupled to a gate voltage VG through a capacitor Cg1(2) and to the source (drain) leads
through a tunnel barrier represented by a tunnel resistor RL1(2) (RR1(2)) and a capacitor
CL1(2) (CR1(2)) connected in parallel. The dots are coupled to each other by a capacitor Cm.
Within this model we make the following assumptions: (i) There is no tunneling between
the two dots, i.e., only capacitive coupling is considered. (ii) Transport through each dot
is carried by a single (non-spin-degenerate) particle energy level.

Following the same approach as in ref. [17], the electrostatic energy for the network
presented in figure 7.1 reads:
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Figure 7.1: Two quantum dots coupled in parallel by tunnel junctions (see inset) to common source and
drain electrodes, capacitively to a common gate electrode, and to each other by a mutual capacitance Cm.
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2 EC2 + N1N2ECm + f(V, VG), (7.1)

with

f(V, VG) =
VG

−|e|(Cg1(N1EC1 + N2ECm)

+Cg2(N1ECm + N2EC2))

+
V 2

G

−2|e|2 (C2
g1EC1 + C2

g2EC2 + 2Cg1Cg2ECm)

+
V

−2|e|((CR1 − CL1)(N1EC1 + N2ECm)

+(CR2 − CL2)(N1ECm + N2EC2))

+
V 2

−8|e|2 ((CR1 − CL1)
2EC1 + (CR2 − CL2)

2EC2

+2(CR1 − CL1)(CR2 − CL2)ECm),

where EC1(2) is the charging energy of the individual dot 1(2), ECm is the electrostatic
capacitive coupling energy, and −|e| is the electron charge. The energy ECm is the change
in energy of one dot when an electron is added to the other dot. These energies can be
written as follows :
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where C1(2) = CL1(2) + CR1(2) + Cg1(2) + Cm.
The electrochemical potential µ1(2)(N1, N2) of dot 1(2) is defined as the energy needed

to add the N1(2)-th electron to dot 1(2). Using the expression for the total energy Eq. 7.1,
the electrochemical potentials of the two dots are:

µ1(N1, N2) = U(N1, N2)− U(N1 − 1, N2)

= (N1 − 1

2
)EC1 + N2ECm

−VG

|e| (Cg1EC1 + Cg2ECm)

− V

2|e|((CR1 − CL1)EC1 + (CR2 − CL2)ECm),

µ2(N1, N2) = U(N1, N2)− U(N1, N2 − 1)

= (N2 − 1

2
)EC2 + N1ECm

−VG

|e| (Cg1ECm + Cg2EC2)

− V

2|e|((CR1 − CL1)ECm + (CR2 − CL2)EC2).

If initially the two dots are empty (N1 = 0, N2 = 0), and we add an electron to the
first dot (N1 = 1, N2 = 0) or to the second dot (N1 = 0, N2 = 1), the chemical potentials
for these processes are respectively:

µ̃1 = ε1 − eα1V − eβ1VG,

µ̃2 = ε2 − eα2V − eβ2VG,

where we have defined ε1 = EC1/2, ε2 = EC2/2, the bias couplings as
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α1 =
1

2

(CR1 − CL1)C2 + (CR2 − CL2)Cm

C1C2 − C2
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,

α2 =
1

2

(CR2 − CL2)C1 + (CR1 − CL1)Cm

C1C2 − C2
m

,

and the gate couplings as

β1 =
Cg1C2 + Cg2Cm

C1C2 − C2
m

,

β2 =
Cg2C1 + Cg1Cm

C1C2 − C2
m

.

The bias and gate couplings for each dot can be determined from the slopes of the diamond
edges. We will note δ+ and δ−, the positive and negative slopes respectively. With these
definitions we have:

α1(2) = 1
2

δ+
1(2) + δ−1(2)

δ+
1(2) − δ−1(2)

, (7.2)

and

β1(2) =
δ+
1(2)δ

−
1(2)

δ−1(2) − δ+
1(2)

. (7.3)

7.3 Rate equation approach

In order to calculate the current through the double dot system for any given (V, VG), one
has to numerically solve the stationary solution of the master equation for dot 1(2)[3, 18]:

dP
1(2)
n

dt
=

(
W

1(2)
n′→nP

1(2)
n′ −W

1(2)
n→n′P

1(2)
n

)
= 0.

Here W
1(2)
n→n′ is the rate for going from the unoccupied state, n, to the occupied state, n’,

in dot 1(2), and P
1(2)
n (P

1(2)
n′ ) is the occupation probability of state n(n’ ). The rates W are

proportional to the coupling to the leads ΓL,R and the Fermi function f on the leads. In
the case where an electron tunnels on or off dot 1(2), these rates are respectively:

W
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~
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~
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W
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~
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1(2)

~
(1− fR

1(2)),
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where
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With the constraint that P
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n′ = 1, the average occupation for dot 1(2) is:
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In order to calculate the total current for any given (V, VG), n1 and n2 must be first
determined self-consistently. The current is then calculated using:

I =
e
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1
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It’s important to note that the current levels through dot 1 and 2 are set respectively by
the pre-factors

I1 =
ΓL

1 ΓR
1

ΓL
1 + ΓR

1

, (7.5)

I2 =
ΓL

2 ΓR
2

ΓL
2 + ΓR

2

, (7.6)

which depend on the couplings to the leads. The broadening of the resonances on the other
hand depends only on the temperature through the Fermi functions of the leads; this is
known for the rate equation approach as it does not account for the broadening of the
resonant levels as in the NEGF formalism. We note that this is an important detail when
accounting for the line shapes of the observed features.

When comparing results calculated with this model with experimental data the elec-
tronic couplings and the coupling energy are free parameters which are varied to find the
best resemblance. The gate (bias) couplings and the location of the charge degeneracy
points are determined from the experimental conductance maps.

7.4 Comparison with experiments

In experiments on transport though molecular junctions, we often observe features (e.g.,
kinks in diamond edges and switches) that cannot be explained straightforwardly with
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Figure 7.2: Examples of experimental data with “diagonal switches” (left) and their corresponding numer-
ically calculated conductance maps (right). a, Measured conductance map at T= 1.7 K from a series of
measurements carried out on the manganese complex discussed in chapter 5. b, Calculated conductance
map for the experimental data in a. Only the “diagonal switch” pointed by black arrows in a was modeled.
The fit-parameters are: α1 = −0.014, β1 = 0.037, ΓL

1 = ΓR
1 = 4 meV, ε1 = 22 meV, α2 = 0, β2 = 0.231,

ΓL
2 = 400 µeV, ΓR

2 = 40 meV, ε2 = 381 meV, and the electrostatic coupling energy is ECm = 19 meV. c,
Same as in a, but from measurements carried out on the grid complex discussed in chapter 6. d, Numerical
fit to the experimental data in c. The fit parameters are: α1 = 0.117, β1 = 0.009, ΓL

1 = ΓR
1 = 0.2 meV,

ε1 = −36 meV, α2 = 0, β2 = 0.161, ΓL
2 = 0.2 meV, ΓR

2 = 20 µeV, ε2 = −220 meV, and the electrostatic
coupling energy is ECm = 5 meV.
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a single dot model. In this section we discuss a few examples and show that they are well
reproduced with the parallel double dot model presented above.

A first example of such a measurement is shown in figure 7.2a. A clear crossing point
and broad diamond edges are visible which are interrupted by several steep diagonal lines.
At the point of intersection a shift (switch) of the broad diamond edge occurs towards
smaller bias voltages. An important observation here, is that the switch is not simply a
translation of the conductance map along the gate axis: this would be the case for a charge
trap in the vicinity of the junction which upon charging acts as an effective (sudden)
change in gate voltage. Another important remark is that the position at which these
steep diagonals lines occur is reproducible upon repeating the measurement. Furthermore,
detailed measurements on these diagonal lines reveal that they belong to steep diamond
edges in which one of the edges is not visible or appears very faintly.

In figure 7.2b we show the result of a calculation carried out with the parallel double
dot model which reproduces the main features in figure 7.2a. We will now discuss the
determination of the parameter range for which the calculation agrees with the experiment.
The input for the calculation is the location of the main charge degeneracy point at VG =
0.65 V (dot 1) and the position of the steep diagonal line (dot 2). The gate (bias) couplings
are determined using Eqs. 7.2 and 7.3 together with the measured slopes of the diamond
edges of each dot. We note that for the second dot, i.e., the steep diagonal line, the value
of the positive slope is not crucial and has no effect on the output of the calculation: in
this case it has been taken to be equal to the negative slope.

The remaining set of parameters in the calculation are the couplings to the leads for
each dot, ΓL,R

1(2), and the electrostatic coupling energy ECm between the dots. The result

of the calculation presented in figure 7.2b is obtained if (i) the ratio of the current levels
between dot 2 and 1 is not larger than two orders of magnitude, i.e., I2/I1 6< 10−2 (see
also Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6), and (ii) the electronic coupling of dot 2 to the left lead is at least
a hundred times smaller than to the right lead, i.e., ΓL

2 /ΓR
2 ≤ 10−2. Overall, this means

that the individual values of the couplings are not relevant as long as they fulfill the above
conditions and give the current levels of the experimental data.

The only remaining parameter is the electrostatic coupling energy. To estimate ECm

from the experimental data, one has to extrapolate the diamond edges as illustrated in
figure 7.2a, after the switch has occurred, to the zero-bias axis and read the gate voltage
at the crossing: the difference between this voltage and the gate voltage of the charge
degeneracy point of dot 1, multiplied by the corresponding gate coupling gives an estimated
value for ECm. One can understand this by taking a look at the mechanism of the switch
itself. As extracted from the calculation, the average occupation of dot 2 on the left hand
side of the steep diagonal line with negative slope is zero, and on the right hand side it
is one. Therefore by crossing this line the average occupation increases by one and this is
“felt” by dot 1 via the capacitive coupling between the dots as an effective gate voltage
change which causes its ground state transition to be shifted upwards in energy; hence the
displacement of the diamond edge of dot 1 which is proportional to ECm.

In figure 7.2c,d we show another measurement, with the corresponding numerically
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calculated conductance map, in which steep diagonal lines and switching were observed. We
note that the only difference with respect to the previous case is that in order to reproduce
the experimental picture it is necessary to set ΓR

2 /ΓL
2 ≤ 10−2 (instead of ΓL

2 /ΓR
2 ≤ 10−2

as in the previous case). Therefore the asymmetry in couplings sets the slope the switch:
whether along a negative or positive sloped line. We also note that in these calculations
both diamond edges are visible for dot 2 whereas in the previous experiment only one of
them is faintly visible. Furthermore as we shall see in the next section, the diamond edges
possess particular line shapes different from a simple peak in the dI/dV. These are details
the rate equation approach cannot account for, nevertheless it is quite remarkable that the
simple model already qualitatively captures the experimental picture.

Figure 7.3: a, Measured conductance map at T= 1.7 K from a OPV-5 molecular junction. b, Calculated
conductance map for the data in a. Dashed and dotted lines are not part of the calculation (see main
text for discussion). The fit parameters are: α1 = 0.054, β1 = 0.057, ΓL

1 = ΓR
1 = 0.1 meV, ε1 = 8.5

meV, α2 = 0.103, β2 = 0.004, ΓL
2 = ΓR

2 = 0.1 meV, ε2 = 40 meV, and the electrostatic coupling energy is
ECm = 120 meV.

Another experimental feature which our double-dot model reproduces is a kink-like
structure in the diamond edge, such as the one shown in figure 7.3a. The corresponding
calculated map is presented in panel b. In this case, the steep diamond edges are attributed
to conduction through dot 1 and the almost horizontal ones mark the onset of conduction
through dot 2 which has a much lower gate coupling. In order to understand this picture
we first describe what would have been the result of the calculation if capacitive coupling
between the two dots were taken to be zero. In this case, the output would have given
exactly the same conductance map with lines continuing where we have now extrapolated,
as illustrated in figure 7.3b with dashed (dotted) lines. The charge degeneracy point of dot
2, the weakly coupled one, would have been located at the crossing of the dashed lines at
approximately VG ≈ 9 V.

By turning “on” the capacitive coupling, shifts in ground states occur when one of the
dots acquires a certain amount of charge ( fractional or integer). This is clear on the right
hand side of the visible charge degeneracy point, where dot 1 gets charged, and the ground
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state transition of dot 2 shifts out of the bias range used in figure 7.3b. This transition
is located at the dashed line position for ECm = 0. We note than in this calculation the
electrostatic coupling energy, ECm, was adjusted such that none of the transitions indicated
by dashed and dotted lines were visible any longer in the conductance map. Therefore the
value of ECm represents a lower bound since any larger value would have given the same
result. In the absence of more information, such as for instance the location of the charge
degeneracy of dot 2, the value of this parameter cannot be fixed.

Finally, in order to reproduce the results in figure 7.3a we remark that the electronic
couplings to the right and left lead should not differ by more than 50% for each dot. Since
the conductance levels are more or less equal, the couplings for both dots were chosen to
be the same in the calculation resulting in figure 7.3b, where their values are adjusted to
match the current levels of the measurement.

Comparing the fit paramemters to the previous switches (figure 7.2), we see that one
of the gate couplings is small and that the mutual capacitance is larger. This generally
holds for the appearance of “kinks” in this model. It is important to note that “kinks”
in the diamond edge have been observed in measurements carried out with the different
molecules investigated in the work presented in this thesis. Other examples can be found
in figure 4.2a and figure 6.3a. This feature has also been observed in other systems such as
metallic multigrain dots [1], epitaxial nanowires [19], semiconducting quantum dots [2, 20],
and carbon nanotubes [21]. In alternative explanations, the appearance of these kinks
is attributed to excited states of the dot with varying capacitances [21] or to replicas of
Coulomb diamonds due to traps in the tunnel barriers of a single dot [2]. We note that the
large difference in gate couplings (more than a factor 10 in figure 7.3) makes the former
explanation unlikely in our molecular junctions. The lower gate coupling for one of the
dots can then be explained by a larger distance from the Al2Ox gate dielectric or screening
of the gate potential by the leads.

As a last example, in figure 7.4a we show yet another set of experimental data that can
be numerically reproduced with the double dot model. We observe a poorly gated coupled
dot (almost horizontal line) which crosses the SET region of a second dot displaying a
clear crossing point at VG = 1.3 V. Going from right to left, we see that as soon as the
diamond edge of the first dot hits the diamond edge of the second one, it shifts downwards.
To reproduce such a picture from our model we extract from the data the gate (bias)
couplings, the position of the charge degeneracy points, and an estimation of ECm, as
discussed before.

For the first dot, the weakly coupled one, the positively sloped diamond edge, which is
not visible in figure 7.4a, is taken such that it does not appear in the calculated conductance
map; therefore an arbitrary value has been assigned for this slope when calculating the
gate coupling (see Eq. 7.3). The location of the charge degeneracy point of dot 2 is
determined by extrapolating the visible diamond edge to the zero-bias axis. An estimation
of ECm is given by the diamond edge displacement, ∆ (see figure 7.4), multiplied by the
corresponding gate coupling of dot 1.

With respect to the electronic couplings the following conditions apply when reproduc-
ing the experimental data: (i) ΓL

1 /ΓR
1 ≥ 10 and (ii) ΓL

2 /ΓR
2 ≤ 10−1. This means that the
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Figure 7.4: a, Measured conductance map at T= 1.7 K from a Grid molecular junction. b, Numerically
calculated conductance map of the data in a. The fit parameters are: α1 = 0.454, β1 = 0.015, ΓL

1 = 20
meV, ΓR

1 = 200 µeV, ε1 = −11 meV, α2 = −0.201, β2 = 0.235, ΓL
2 = 2 µeV, Γ2

R = 2 meV, ε2 = 299 meV,
and the electrostatic coupling energy is ECm = 8 meV.

lead to which the two dots couple strongly is different for the two dots; i.e., dot 1 couples
strongly to the source and dot 2 to the drain or vice versa. Setting a strong coupling to
the same lead for both dots changes the position at which the diamond edge of dot 1 shifts
upwards; it would then occur at the positive sloped diamond edge of dot 2 instead of the
negative sloped edge as in figure 7.4a.

7.5 Non-equilibrium Green’s function approach

Figure 7.5a gives a high resolution dI/dV map of the steep diagonal line indicated by
black arrows in figure 7.2a. We observe a zero-bias Kondo resonance on both sides

of the charge degeneracy point (which we will not consider here since it is a second order
process) and also, very faintly, the second diamond edge with positive slope. In figure
7.5b we plot the dI/dV versus VG trace across the steep diagonal line both at positive and
negative bias. The line shape appears to be bias dependent: at positive bias it has the
structure of a sharp asymmetric peak while at negative bias it exhibits a dip.

With the rate equation approach it is not possible to fit these line shapes. Therefore we
turn to a more sophisticated approach which uses the non-equilibrium Green’s functions
(NEGF) method; the method will not be outlined in this thesis and we refer to a forth-
coming publication for this. With this approach the system and the number of parameters
remain the same; the only difference is the way the current is calculated. As with the rate
equation approach, the gate (bias) couplings and the charge degeneracy points for both
dots are determined from figure 7.2a. An estimation of the electronic couplings, Γ, and
the coupling energy, ECm, is also extracted from the data. For the former, the width of
the respective resonances for each dot is determined. The final result of the calculation is
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Figure 7.5: a, Expanded view of the diagonal line pointed by arrows in figure 7.2. b, dI/dV versus VG

traces at V = ±16 mV taken from a. c, Numerical calculated map of a using the NEGF formalism. The
fit-parameters are: α1 = −0.072, β1 = 0.048, ΓL

1 = ΓR
1 = 6 meV, ε1 = 31 meV, α2 = −0.220, β2 = 0.160,

ΓL
2 = 0.7 µeV, ΓR

2 = 2 meV, ε2 = 254 meV, and the electrostatic coupling energy is ECm = 22 meV. d,
dI/dV versus VG traces at V = ±16 mV taken from c.
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shown in figure 7.5c for the calculated conductance map. As we can see in figure 7.5d the
model reproduces the line shapes and the experimental conductance map shown in figure
7.5a well.
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Summary

Quantum transport through single molecules

This thesis describes three-terminal transport measurements through single molecules.
The interest in this field stems from the dream that single molecules will form the build-
ing blocks for future nanoscale electronic devices. The advantages are their small size
-nanometers-, and their synthetic tailorability which allows the molecules to be designed
with built-in functionality. Many efforts in experimental research are nowadays devoted to
understand electrical transport though single molecules. Several techniques are used for
this purpose: scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), mechanical controllable break junc-
tions (MCBJ), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and shadow evaporation; we discuss some
of these in chapter 2. In that chapter we also discuss in detail the method used throughout
this thesis to fabricate nanogaps, namely electromigration. We show that after trapping a
molecule in the nanogap, a molecule at low temperatures behaves as a quantum dot (QD),
i.e., a system where electrons can be placed in discrete energy states. The control over
the number of electrons that can sit on the molecule is achieved by the voltage on a third
electrode, the gate, which is capacitively coupled to the QD. Transport measurements,
which consist of taking current-voltage characteristics as a function of this gate voltage,
reveal important spectroscopic information about the molecule.

The first molecule we studied is a rod-like structure consisting of five aromatic building
blocks (OPV-5). In this type of molecules, an alternating sequence of single and double
bonds forms a delocalized-electron system over the whole length, making this system a
so-called molecular wire. Earlier experiments by others, conducted on the same type of
molecule showed that the properties of the molecule are drastically changed when con-
nected to metal electrodes. The transport measurements revealed a HOMO-LUMO gap
and addition energies which are an order of magnitude smaller than the HOMO-LUMO
gap of the isolated molecule. Our measurements provide the first independent experimen-
tal evidence that the addition energies are indeed reduced; however, we were not able to
perform a direct measurement of the HOMO-LUMO gap. In addition, our data presented
in chapter 3 shows clear evidence of vibrational excitations induced by phonon-scattering
in the molecular junction, consistent with spectroscopic vibrational excitations of OPV-5
determined by IR and Raman techniques.

In the next chapter, we show that as the transparency of the tunneling barriers at the
molecule-lead interface increases, higher-order tunnelling processes also become important.
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An example of such a process is the Kondo effect which enhances the conductance at zero
bias. This intermediate transparency regime is studied in chapter 4 for an OPV-5 molecular
junction. The dependence of the cotunneling features as a function of temperature and
magnetic field allows us to infer the charge-filling sequence, i.e., how charges are added one
by one. Furthermore, the charge-dependent couplings to gate, source and drain electrodes
suggest a scenario in which charges and spins are localized at the ends of the molecule,
close to the electrodes.

In chapter 5, we study transport through another type of molecular system in which
a Mn-ion is surrounded on either side by ligands. Besides their vast importance in bio-
inorganic chemistry, this class of molecules is particularly interesting for future molecular-
spintronic devices. The transport measurements presented in chapter 5 occur in the inter-
mediate coupling regime and show that by changing the gate voltage the spin ground-state
of the molecule can be tuned. To understand this finding the molecule is viewed as a
system divided in three sub-units: two ligands plus the metal ion. Due to differences in
coupling to the electrostatic-gate field, the orbitals in these three different units “shift”
at different rates with the gate voltage. We find that the electronic configuration of the
ground state, and thus the resulting spin of the system depends on the gate field. Hence,
the gate provides an additional “knob” for controlling the spin of single-molecule devices.

Switching in molecular junctions is a topic which has attracted a lot of attention. Not
only from a fundamental point of view it is interesting, but also from a practical one; in
future applications molecular junctions should be able to perform basic electronic functions
such as switching. Although switching has been observed in numerous experiments, the
nature of the mechanism itself remains controversial: conformational changes, molecule-
bond fluctuations, and charge traps are among the proposed mechanisms. In chapter 6, we
study transport trough a grid type molecule, which can undergo a maximum number of
twelve reduction-waves in cyclic voltammetry studies; this indicates that up to 12 electrons
can be put onto the molecule. The transport measurements occur in the weak coupling
regime and show a particular type of switching behavior. The gate (bias) dependence of
the switching suggests that the cause of this effect is electrostatic in nature. We notice that
a similar switching behavior is observed in measurements carried out with the Mn-complex
studied in chapter 5, however, it has never been observed with OPV-5. We suspect that
counter-ions, which are present in the grid and manganese compound but absent in the
OPV-5, remain after deposition in the vicinity of the molecular junction. When these
counter-ions move around they effectively act as moving offset charges for the molecular
quantum dot; sudden changes in their position then leads to abrupt switching events in
the response of the molecules.

In experiments on transport through molecular junctions, we often observe features
(e.g., kinks in the Coulomb-diamond edges or switches) that cannot straightforwardly be
explained with a single quantum dot model. The last chapter of this thesis is devoted to a
comparison of experimental data with calculations based on a parallel double-quantum-dot
model which reproduce these features. We make use of the rate-equation approach and only
take into consideration capacitive coupling between the two quantum dots. To account for
the line shapes of the observed features we use a more sophisticated approach to calculate
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the current through the double-dot system: the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF)
formalism. A good agreement with the data is found.

Edgar Alberto Osorio Oliveros
February, 2009





Samenvatting

Kwantum transport door een enkel molecuul

Dit proefschrift beschrijft three-terminal transportmetingen door een enkel molecuul.
De interesse in dit onderzoeksgebied komt voort uit de droom dat moleculen de bouwste-
nen zullen worden voor toekomstige elektronische systemen op nanoschaal. De voordelen
die ze hebben zijn de kleine afmeting – nanometers – en de mogelijkheid om ze te ont-
werpen met ingebouwde functionaliteit. Veel inspanningen in experimenteel onderzoek
zijn tegenwoordig gericht op het begrijpen van elektrisch transport door een enkel mole-
cuul. Hiervoor worden verscheidene technieken gebruikt: scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), mechanically controllable break junctions (MCBJ), atomic force microscopy (AFM)
en shadow evaporation; we bespreken enkele van deze in hoofdstuk 2. In dat hoofdstuk
bespreken we ook in detail de methode die gedurende dit proefschrift gebruikt is om nano-
openingen te fabriceren, namelijk elektromigratie. We laten zien dat na het opsluiten van
een molecuul in de nano-opening, een molecuul zich bij lage temperatuur gedraagt als
een kwantumeiland, d.w.z. een systeem waarin elektronen in discrete energietoestanden
geplaatst kunnen worden. Controle over het aantal elektronen dat op het molecuul kunnen
zitten, wordt verkregen door de spanning op een derde elektrode, de gate, welke capacitief
gekoppeld is aan het kwantumeiland. Transportmetingen, welke bestaan uit het bepalen
van stroom-spanning karakteristieken als functie van de gate-spanning, onthullen belang-
rijke spectroscopische informatie over het molecuul.

Het eerste molecuul dat we bestudeerd hebben met deze methode in dit proefschrift
is een staafachtige structuur bestaande uit vijf aromatische bouwstenen (OPV-5). Een
afwisselende reeks van enkele en dubbele bindingen vormt in dit type moleculen een gede-
lokaliseerd elektron systeem over de gehele lengte, wat dit systeem een zogeheten molec-
ulaire draad maakt. Eerdere experimenten, uitgevoerd door anderen op hetzelfde type
molecuul hebben aangetoond dat de eigenschappen van het molecuul drastisch worden
veranderd als het verbonden is aan metaalelektroden. De transportmetingen onthulden
een HOMO-LUMO gap en additie-energieën welke een orde van grootte kleiner zijn dan
de HOMO-LUMO gap van het gesoleerde molecuul. Onze metingen geven het eerste on-
afhankelijke experimentele bewijs dat de additie-energieën inderdaad verminderd worden.
We waren echter niet in staat een directe meting van de HOMO-LUMO gap uit te vo-
eren. Daarnaast laat de data die in hoofdstuk 3 gepresenteerd wordt, duidelijk bewijs zien
van trillingsexcitaties welke veroorzaakt worden door fonon-verstrooiing in de moleculaire
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junctie, consistent met de spectroscopische trillingsexcitaties van OPV-5 als bepaald met
IR en Raman technieken.

In het volgende hoofdstuk laten we zien dat als de transparantie toeneemt van de tun-
nelbarrires op het grensvlak van het molecuul en het contact, tunnelprocessen van hogere
orde ook van belang worden. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijk proces is het Kondo effect,
dat de geleiding zonder aangelegde spanning verhoogt. Dit tussengebied van transparantie
wordt bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4 voor een OPV-5 moleculaire junctie. De afhankelijkheid
van de cotunnelkenmerken als functie van de temperatuur en het magneetveld maken het
voor ons mogelijk om af te leiden hoe ladingen één voor één toegevoegd worden. Boven-
dien suggereert de ladingsafhankelijke koppeling aan de gate-, source- en drain-elektroden
een scenario waarin ladingen en spins gelokaliseerd zijn op de uiteinden van het molecuul,
vlakbij de elektroden.

In hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we transport door een ander type moleculair systeem, waarin
een Mn-ion aan beide zijden omgeven wordt door liganden. Naast het feit dat deze klasse
van moleculen van groot belang is in bio-anorganische scheikunde, zijn deze systemen bij-
zonder interessant voor toekomstige moleculaire spintronic devices. De transportmetingen
die in hoofdstuk 5 gepresenteerd worden, vinden plaats in het tussengebied van koppel-
ing en laten zien dat het veranderen van de gate-spanning de spin-grondtoestand van het
molecuul kan afstemmen. Om deze bevinding te begrijpen wordt het molecuul beschouwd
als een systeem dat verdeeld is in drie sub-onderdelen: twee liganden plus het metaalion.
Vanwege verschillen in koppeling aan het elektrostatische gate-veld, ‘verschuiven’ de or-
bitalen in deze drie onderdelen in verschillende mate met de gate-spanning. We hebben
vastgesteld dat de elektronische configuratie van de grondtoestand, en dus de resulterende
spin van het systeem, afhangt van het gate-veld. Derhalve voorziet de gate in een extra
‘knop’ voor het regelen van de spin van enkel-molecuul systemen.

Schakelen in moleculaire juncties is een onderwerp wat een hoop aandacht heeft weten
te trekken. Niet alleen vanuit een fundamenteel oogpunt is het interessant, maar ook vanuit
praktisch oogpunt, omdat in toekomstige toepassingen een moleculaire junctie in staat zou
moeten zijn om elektronische basisfuncties zoals schakelen uit te voeren. Hoewel schakelen
in talloze experimenten is waargenomen, blijft de aard van het mechanisme zelf contro-
versieel: veranderingen in conformatie, fluctuaties in molecuulbinding en ladingsvallen
behoren tot de voorgestelde mechanismen. In hoofdstuk 6 bestuderen we transport door
een rastermolecuul, welke een maximumaantal van twaalf reductiestappen kan ondergaan
in cyclische voltametrie studies; dit geeft aan dat er tot 12 elektronen op het molecuul
geplaatst kunnen worden. De transportmetingen zijn in het regime van zwakke koppel-
ing en laten een bepaald type schakelgedrag zien. De gate-(bias-) afhankelijkheid van het
schakelgedrag suggereert dat de oorzaak elektrostatisch van aard is. We merken op dat een
soortgelijk schakelgedrag waargenomen is in de metingen uitgevoerd met het Mn-complex
bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 5, maar nooit waargenomen is met OPV-5. We vermoeden dat
tegenionen, welke aanwezig zijn in het raster- en mangaan compound, maar afwezig in
OPV-5, in de nabijheid blijven van de moleculaire junctie na depositie. Als deze tegenio-
nen heen en weer bewegen, gedragen ze zich effectief als bewegende offset ladingen voor
het moleculaire kwantumeiland; plotselinge veranderingen in hun positie leiden tot abrupte
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schakel-gebeurtenissen in de reactie van de moleculen.
In experimenten waarin transport door moleculaire juncties wordt gemeten, nemen we

vaak kenmerken waar (bijv. schakelen of knikken in Coulomb-diamond randen) die niet
eenvoudig uitgelegd kunnen worden met een model van een enkel kwantumeiland. Het
laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan een vergelijking van experimentele
data met berekeningen gebaseerd op een parallel dubbel-kwantumeiland model wat deze
kenmerken kan reproduceren. We maken gebruiken van de rate-vergelijking methode en
we nemen alleen capacitieve koppeling tussen de twee eilanden mee in de beschouwing.
Om de lijnvorm van de waargenomen kenmerken te verklaren, maken we gebruik van een
meer verfijnde aanpak om de stroom door het dubbel-kwantumeiland systeem te bereke-
nen: het formalisme van non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF). Er wordt een goede
overeenkomst met de data gevonden.

Edgar Alberto Osorio Oliveros
Februari, 2009
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